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PREFACE
In August 2005, the Nordic energy ministers set the objectives for further development of
the Nordic electricity market at their meeting in Greenland. These objectives and related tasks
were commissioned to the Nordic transmission system operators, ministries, regulators and
other relevant authorities. The Nordic Energy Regulators NordREG were assigned to review
the conditions for the establishment of the common Nordic end-user market in an economically
beneficial way.

The work of reviewing the conditions for further integration of the Nordic end-user electricity
market was organised within NordREG into two working groups – the Balancing and Retail
Market Working Group. It fell to the Balancing Working Group to look at the issues related to
balance management and settlement from the viewpoint of market integration. The other issues
relevant for the target of common end-user market have been the remit of the Retail Market
Working Group. The two working groups have worked in co-operation complementing each
other’s work.

The Retail Market Working Group has consisted of Mr Peder S. Bjerring (Energistyrelsen),
Mr Lars Olav Fosse (Norges vassdrags- og energidirektorat), Mr Peter Hoffman
(Energitilsynet), Ms Marie Larsson (Energimarknadsinspektionen), Ms Anu Mikkonen
(Energiamarkkinavirasto, secretary), Ms Gunn Oland (Norges vassdrags- og energidirektorat),
Ms Gunilla Åbrandt (Energimarknadsinspektionen) and Ms Asta Sihvonen-Punkka
(Energiamarkkinavirasto, chairperson).

The objective of the Retail Market Working Group has been to identify the various obstacles
that currently exist which prevent the formation of a truly integrated Nordic electricity end-user
market. The obstacles have been divided into three categories: technical, regulatory or
commercial obstacles. To assist in the screening of technical obstacles, a consultancy study was
commissioned. The study was carried out by the Finnish research centre VTT Processes as the
party responsible for the project in co-operation with Sintef Energy Research from Norway,
EnergyPiano from Denmark and Carl Bro from Sweden.

To test and present the tentative results, and additionally, to offer to the electricity market
stakeholders an opportunity to express their views, a workshop was organised in Stockholm
on 9 January 2006.

As the chairperson of the working group, I would like to express my warmest thanks to the
members of the working group, as well as the authors of the consultancy study, for the efficient
work.

Helsinki, 15 February, 2006

Asta Sihvonen-Punkka
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Picture 1.1 The tasks required to achieve a harmonised platform for the Nordic end-user market.

1 THE INTEGRATED NORDIC
END-USER ELECTRICITY
MARKET– SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSIONS

NordREG has been reviewing the technical, regulatory and commercial obstacles to having an
efficiently functioning common Nordic end-user market. A public consultation was carried out
to seek the views of stakeholders on the draft report dated 19 January 2006, “The Integrated
Nordic End-User Electricity Market – Feasibility and Identified Obstacles”. A total number
of eight responses were received from market actors and their sector associations1 .

On the basis of the analysis made, it can be stated that there are no such legal rules or technical,
regulatory or other factors that would bar a supplier from one Nordic country from entering the
electricity end-user market of another Nordic country.  However, the several remaining barriers
of technical, regulatory or commercial nature amount to creating factual barriers between the
countries, the result being to a large extent four national end-user markets. The record shows
that to operate in another Nordic country, it is compulsory to enter into balance agreement
separately for each country, necessary to duplicate the data systems for each country, of great
importance but not absolutely necessary to establish an office in the target country, and
additionally unavoidable to bear the other non-negligent risks of operating in another Nordic
market. NordREG envisages the following development and the related tasks for the Nordic
end-user market:

2006 2008 - 20092007 2010

Design Implementation

A shared
vision on the
milestones of
the common

Nordic end-user
market

Establishment
of Nordic

AMR Forum

Harmonised
rules for data

systems,
data systems
protocols and

metering

Harmonised
switching model

Harmonised
legal framework

for neutrality

Nordic
Customer
prodection
framework

Harmonised
market design

A harmonised
platform for
the common

end-user market

1 Responses were received from Konkurransetilsynet, Konkurrensverket, Nordel, Nordenergi, Dansk Energi,
  Oberoende Elhandlare, Fortum Oyj  and KS Bedrif. The responses are summarised in chapter 9.
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Technical obstacles

To further improve the end-user market allowing a supplier in one Nordic country to get direct
access to an end-user in another Nordic country, the focus should be on the most critical issues,
namely standard procedures for data communication between the DSOs and the energy
suppliers. Attention must also be paid to procedures and practice for switching of suppliers
and a unique identification of the metering point.

The most critical actions to be taken are:

1. In order to ensure consistent handling of technical issues related to data and metering
systems as well as standardized data protocols, preparation of a proposal for the rules, standards
and recommendations in the Nordic countries should be launched. NordREG in co-operation
with the EDIEL Nordic Forum could be invited to come up with a proposal with milestones
and actions needed by the first quarter of 2007.

Especially the following problems related to the data and metering systems should be solved:

- Transferred messages, information and message timing should be harmonised.
- Message format should be decided.
- A common data transmission protocol should be specified. New solutions like

web-based solutions should be studied.
- The identification of the final customers’ metering point should be harmonised

Common Nordic functional requirements for AMR systems and meters should be developed
in co-operation with regulators and market actors to fulfil also the future needs. Common
minimum requirements should be defined by regulators in order to reduce the differences
between DSOs and countries.Establishment of the common Nordic AMR Forum should be
considered. The NordREG and Nordenergi could be invited to come up with a proposal on
the institutional setup and agenda for the Nordic AMR Forum by the middle of 2007.

There are different standards and recommendations regarding data systems and information
exchange. Although there are some common standards and recommendations in the Nordic
countries, most standards and recommendations are only national. Another question is that the
use of those standards is not always controlled and the standards are applied slightly differently.
If the data systems and information exchange are to work properly, the standards and
implementation of these standards should be similar in every country. However, equally
important is that the uses of prevailing standards and recommendations are controlled.

As regards metering, the following differences and problems may be identified. Definition of
the metering point ID is different. The requirements for mandatory hourly metering are based on
different units: the fuse size vs. annual electricity consumption. However, the overall threshold
is very close. The costs of mandatory hourly metering are paid by the customer in Finland, and
in other countries by the DSO. Frequency of meter reading will be different in the future and
the same applies to timing of automatic meter reading installations.

Nimetön-2 23.2.2006, 10:089
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2. Common and reasonable retail market rules and processes for the retail market have to be
designed and required. For this reason, the supplier switching procedures should be harmonised
at least to a certain level. It is proposed that NordREG in co-operation with Nordenergi and
other relevant parties (eg. energy sector associations and consumer organisations and
authorities) prepares a proposal on the required harmonisation of supplier switching procedures.
The proposal, which may be a step-by-step approach, should be delivered by the end of 2007.

In all Nordic countries, DSO has a central role in supplier switching. The switching procedures
have a lot of similarities. In all countries, a new supplier sends a notification about the switch to
DSO. DSO informs the old supplier. DSO is responsible for reading meter values on the
switching date. After meter reading, DSO sends a notification to the old and new supplier. The
main differences concern the switching date and the respite times.

The following recommendations are not as time-critical as the previous ones, but will promote
the market opening and decrease the costs of different market actors:

1. Requirements for the interfaces (what, when and to whom) should be defined

2. Standardized meter reading data formats for the interfaces should be aimed for

3. In longer term, harmonisation of load profile systems used in the settlement procedure
should also be considered

4. Harmonisation of the mandatory requirements for hourly metering should be considered

Regulatory obstacles

The identified regulatory obstacles relate to three areas, namely the division of tasks between
monopoly and competitive activities, the operation and duties of distribution network operators
including how these are regulated, and the legal framework to provide protection for small end-
users. On the basis of the review of regulatory obstacles, the following recommendations are
made.

The most critical actions to be taken are:

1. The principles of neutrality and the way these principles are being supervised by the regulator
is a key issue to improve the functioning of the Nordic end-user market. Regulators should seek
to harmonise regulation on neutrality and put it high on the agenda in a forthcoming process of
market integration. NordREG could be invited to work on the principles of neutrality and to
come up with a harmonised Nordic proposition by the end of 2007.

Neutrality of distribution system operators (DSOs) towards all suppliers is of utmost

importance to the competition in the electricity market. The DSOs have to be non-dis-

criminatory towards all suppliers and customers. Although there is broad consensus on

the principles concerning neutrality, the way it is regulated differs from one Nordic

country to another. Legal unbundling is not sufficient to ensure that DSOs act in a neu-

tral manner.
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2. The procedures for switching supplier should be as smooth, easy and quick as possible.
It is also important that suppliers, especially the new market entrants, can participate in reliable,
transparent and fluent switching practices, since this lowers the threshold for entering other than
domestic electricity market. The switching model should be harmonised for the Nordic end-user
market. The NordREG proposition on this area is dealt under technical obstacles and related
propositions on actions to be taken.

The following recommendations are not as time-critical as the previous ones, but will promote
the market opening and decrease the costs of different market actors:

1. To create a better framework for a common end-user market, there must be a stringent
division between the services regulated as monopoly responsibilities and activities, and the
services that are objects for ordinary competition. The competitive side of the market would
also be more comprehensible if the interface with the monopoly activities was clearer.
Clarifying how the balancing system is organised and is affecting the end-user market is
important. The collection of electricity taxes etc. should be handled by the same entity, either
over the grid tariff or through billing of the electricity. NordREG in co-operation with Nordel,
Nordenergi and other relevant parties could be invited to look into the problems related to
market design and to come up with a proposition by the end of 2008.

The different division of tasks between distribution network operators and suppliers implies
differences among the Nordic countries in market design. This increases the risk for the supplier
and will reduce willingness to enter the electricity end-user market of another Nordic country.

2. To lower the market entry barriers stemming from different customer protection rules and
systems, NordREG could be invited in co-operation with consumer authorities and
organisations to review the customer protection framework (supplier of last resort, default
supplier, price regulation, rules on billing and itemization, rules on price changes etc.) and to
prepare a proposition for a common Nordic approach by the end of 2008.

Commercial and other obstacles

The commercial obstacles are present in the cross-border trade irrespective of the good traded.
However, there are certain aspects related to commercial conditions and customer protection
that have specific relevance as regards eventual commercial obstacles.

Availability and access to information on suppliers and prices is important to the proper
functioning of the market. It is important that comprehensive information sources, like for
instance regulators’ or other authorities’ websites that contain information on the available
suppliers and their price offers also accept and publish information on other than domestic-
based suppliers. Such systems are prone to lower the marketing costs of a new entrant and
make the supplier known to electricity customers in a relatively inexpensive way.

It should be ensured that official information websites, tariff calculators offering price
comparison services and other official sources of information for electricity suppliers are open
to all interested suppliers on a non-discriminatory basis. This will guarantee a level playing
field for the suppliers in this respect.
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All Nordic countries have well functioning dispute settlements and consumer protection rules.
The rules in the Nordic countries are quite similar but are not fully harmonised, because Norway
is not a member of the EU. Harmonised rules create good conditions both for customers and
suppliers. It is important that the customers have confidence in the market. Despite the lack of
fully harmonised rules, it will probably not cause any major problems in an eventual common
Nordic electricity market. For that reason no further action must be taken at this time.

Additional commercial barriers in the way of Nordic end-user market include different price
areas, languages and currencies. Even though prices vary between price areas, market
participants can hedge against this risk. Even though the Nordic languages with the exception
of Finnish are relatively similar, there still seem to be certain differences that from a commercial
point of view, and especially when targeting the household sector, are not insignificant.
These differences result in the need to have marketing and contract material as well as customer
service in customers’ own language, thus preventing exploitation of scale economies in this
respect.
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2 INTRODUCTION

2.1 Advocacy for a pan-Nordic electricity market

The Nordic wholesale electricity market is one of the best examples of an international
electricity market in the world. Development of the market and integration of national
electricity markets have taken place in various co-operation platforms including governments,
transmission system operators and recently also energy regulators.

The oldest form of Nordic co-operation in the electricity market dates back to the 1960s when
the large Nordic power producers began their extensive co-operation on both a bilateral basis
and in the framework of Nordel organisation. This co-operation has continued and taken new
forms with the separation of transmission network operations from competitive activities like
generation and supply.

The Nordic inter-governmental co-operation regarding development of electricity market has
been led by the Nordic energy ministers assisted by the Committee of Senior Officials of
Energy (Ämbetsmannakommittén) and the Nordic Electricity Market Group
(Elmarkedsgruppen) acting as the preparatory bodies.

The first landmark of the Nordic inter-governmental co-operation was the Louisiana
Declaration, which the Nordic energy ministers published in 1995. The vision for the Nordic
electricity market was stated to be “A borderless Nordic market with efficient trade with the
surrounding area.”2

At that point in time, Norway, Sweden and Finland had decided to liberalise their electricity
markets, whereas in Denmark there were no plans to introduce third party access to the
electricity network. Furthermore, the Norwegian and Swedish transmission system operators
had produced a report about establishment of a common Norwegian-Swedish market place for
power starting at the beginning of January 1996. Simultaneously, Nordel had produced a report
about the possibility of the Nordic grid being the basis for a Nordic market place.

In the Louisiana Declaration, the Nordic energy ministers stressed the importance of developing
the Nordic electricity co-operation as it would enable achievement of economical, energy-
related and environment-related advantages. It was stated that the authorities in each country
had the responsibility to ensure that the market is functioning. This meant among other things
supervision of monopolies, competition control, various fees, taxes etc. It was also stated that
electricity co-operation had to comply with the rules in the EU and ETA agreements.

The following declarations – Bergen Declaration in 1997, Stavanger Declaration in 1998,
Helsinki Declaration in 1999 and Vilnius Declaration in 2002 – concentrated on co-operation
of Nordic and Baltic countries around the Baltic Sea as regards energy and environment issues.
It was in 2004 in Akureyri that the Nordic energy ministers set the next milestones for deeper

2 ”Et grenseløst nordisk marked med en effektiv handel med omverden”
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integration of the Nordic electricity market. In the Akureyri Declaration, the ministers stated
that the borderless Nordic electricity market requires further harmonisation of rules and methods
for the use of infrastructure. In this respect, a central issue is the harmonisation
of national rules regarding system responsibility.

In the Akureyri Declaration, the ministers asked the Nordic transmission system operators
to review how to carry out the increased co-ordination of system responsibility, common
organisation and financing of network investments as well as peak load management in the
Nordic area. Furthermore, the TSOs were requested to review various organisation models
to manage network activities and system responsibility together. The TSOs through their
co-operation organisation Nordel delivered the studies 3  requested by the Nordic energy
ministers on 1 March 2005.

The process of developing the Nordic electricity market has continued vigorously, and in the
meeting of the Nordic energy ministers in Greenland in August 2005, the next milestones for
deliverables were set. It is for the Nordic TSOs, ministries and other relevant authorities to
review issues and make propositions by 1 March 2006.

In the background paper prepared by the Elmarkedsgruppen and approved by the Nordic
energy ministers, tasks related to TSO activities, congestion management, balance management
and settlement, peak load management, reserve capacity system, demand side flexibility and
a common Nordic end-user electricity market were assigned to various parties
(TSOs, Elmarkedsgruppen, regulatory authorities and energy authorities).

The background paper was largely based on the report “Enhancing Efficient Functioning
of the Nordic Electricity Market” prepared by Nordel. To promote competition in the Nordic
market, two important steps could help the development of the retail market, the report stated.
One is harmonisation of rules related to measuring, reporting and calculation of load profiles.
According to Nordel, this is largely a task for authorities to carry out further. The second is
the harmonisation of rules and practices of TSOs’ balance settlement.

2.2 The assignment to review common
Nordic end-user market

Development of the Nordic electricity market has resulted in a common Nordic wholesale
market where relatively large generators and buyers of electricity have been able to avail
themselves of the opportunities created by the integrated market. As regards the retail market
and electricity customers there, the electricity markets have remained national.

The Forum of Nordic Energy Regulators (NordREG) set in its Work Programme for the year
2005 four strategic objectives for its work on the Nordic electricity market. The strategic
objectives were the following: 1) A truly common Nordic retail market with free choice of
supplier, 2) A well-functioning wholesale market with competitive prices, 3) Reliable supply
and 4) Efficient regulation of TSOs.

3 The summary report ”Enhancing Efficient Functioning of the Nordic Electricity Market”
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Under the strategic objective of “A truly common Nordic retail market with free choice of
supplier” four tasks were stated. These are 1) To develop a common balancing market,
2) To develop easy and harmonised procedures for all customers switching supplier,
3) To ensure adequate level of transparency in the market and 4) To create harmonised criteria
for unbundling to ensure neutrality.

In the Work Programme 2005, two working groups were established to review the issues
“To develop easy and harmonised procedures for all customers switching supplier” and
“To develop a common balancing market”. The work of the first working group resulted in the
NordREG report “Supplier switching in the Nordic countries” published in October 2005.
At their meeting in Greenland in August 2005, the Nordic energy ministers set out the objectives
for further development of the Nordic electricity market. These objectives and related tasks
were commissioned to the Nordic transmission system operators, ministries, regulators and
other relevant authorities. Among others, the Elmarkedsgruppen stated in its document the
following:

Elmarkedsgruppen anbefaler at:

”Et felles nordisk sluttbrukermarked gjennomføres i lønnsomt omfang. De kompetente
myndigheter gis i oppdrag å utrede forutsetninger for hvordan dette skal kunne gjennomføres.
En tilbakerapportering bør skje innen 1.3.2006.

Dette er et komplekst område og berører regler og prosedyrer omkring måling, avlesning,
rapportering, beregning av forbruksprofiler, avregning av ubalanser osv”, Elmarkedsgruppen
stated.

Hence NordREG has been commissioned to review the conditions for establishment of the
common Nordic end-user market in an economically beneficial way. According to the timetable
set by the ministers, the task is due to be completed by the beginning of March 2006.

2.3 Outline and organisation of work

The work to review the conditions for further integration of the Nordic end-user electricity
market has been organised within NordREG into two working groups – the Balancing and
Retail Market Working Group. The Balancing Working Group is charged with looking at the
issues related to balance management and settlement from the viewpoint of market integration.
The other issues relevant for the target of common end-user market have been the remit of the
Retail Market Working Group. The two working groups have worked in close co-operation
complementing each other’s work.

The objective of the Retail Market Working Group has been to identify the various obstacles
that currently exist and which prevent the formation of a truly integrated Nordic electricity end-
user market. The obstacles have been divided into three categories: technical, regulatory or
commercial obstacles.
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The category of technical obstacles may include factors like balancing arrangements,
metering requirements, the type of load profile systems used, the functioning of electronic
data interchange among market actors etc. To assist in the screening of technical obstacles,
a consultancy study was commissioned. The study was carried out by the Finnish research
centre VTT Processes as the party responsible for the project in co-operation with Sintef
Energy Research from Norway, EnergyPiano from Denmark and Carl Bro from Sweden.

Identification and analysis of potential regulatory obstacles and to some degree of commercial
obstacles was carried out by representatives of the Nordic energy regulatory authorities
participating in the Retail Market Working Group. To help with the identification and
assessment of the regulatory and commercial obstacles, a set of interviews with market actors
was carried out in each Nordic country. The list of questions and topics used in the interviews
is presented in annex 1. A total number of 20 interviews was carried out, five per country.

To test and present the tentative results, and additionally, to offer the electricity market
stakeholders an opportunity to express their views, a workshop was organised in Stockholm
on 9 January 2006.

2.4 Definition of end-user market

The electricity market participants can be categorised in the following way:

- Generators produce electricity and sell it either directly to electricity suppliers
and final customers or indirectly to suppliers or final customers via a power
exchange.

- Suppliers purchase electricity from generators, a power exchange and trading
companies and resell it to end-users.

- End-users include all final customers of electricity. Accordingly, it covers
the whole array of customers from industrial and commercial users to household
customers as well.

- Brokers buy and sell electricity on behalf of one or more customers in the whole
sale and financial market.

- Traders trade in the wholesale and financial market with an investment portfolio.

Beside these market participants, the Transmission System Operators (TSO) 4

and the Distribution System Operators (DSO) 5 play important roles in the end-user market.
Different types of end-users make their electricity procurements via a power exchange, directly
from an electricity generator, from an electricity supplier or from a trading company like a

4  Transmission system operator means a natural or legal person responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance
of and, if necessary, developing the transmission system in a given area and, where applicable, its interconnections
with other systems, and for ensuring the long term ability of the system to meet reasonable demands for the transmis-
sion of electricity (EU definition)

5 Distribution system operator means a natural or legal person responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance
of and, if necessary, developing the distribution system in a given area and, where applicable, its interconnections
with other systems and for ensuring the long term ability of the system to meet reasonable demands for the
distribution of electricity (EU definition)
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broker. Those end-users that are making their power procurements via a power exchange or are
buying electricity from a broker located in another Nordic country are participating in the
Nordic wholesale market. However, those end-users that are buying electricity from domestic
electricity suppliers are not directly participating in the integrated Nordic wholesale market.

The end-users on which this report focuses are those purchasing electricity from a national
supplier or national trading company. It is these end-users that do not have efficient access to the
integrated Nordic electricity market. This may be due to technical, regulatory or commercial
barriers, which make it difficult, unattractive and commercially risky to try to win new
customers among these end-users. This is illustrated in picture 2.1

An integrated market is defined by the NordREG Retail Working Group as a market where
a supplier can sell electricity to a customer located in another Nordic country at reasonable
administrative costs.

Picture 2.1 The electricity end-user market.
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2.5 The steps of market integration and the selection
of approach

2.5.1 The steps of market integration to the beginning of 2006

The present status and degree of market integration is an outcome of a systematic and ongoing
process to further integrate the national electricity markets of four Nordic countries. Its three
basic pillars have been effective vertical unbundling of transmission networks, Nordic-wide
postage stamp transmission network tariffs and the establishment of a common market place
to trade electricity.6

At the beginning of the 1990s, both Norway and Sweden separated their state-owned utilities
into the transmission system division and generation and wholesale divisions respectively.
This was followed by the establishment of a Norwegian power exchange Statnett Market AS
in 1993. The wholesale power markets of Norway and Sweden were amalgamated in 1996,
when the common Norwegian and Swedish power exchange Nord Pool was set up.

In Finland, the separation of transmission and generation took place in 1997. Finland joined
Nord Pool in June 1998 when the Finnish power exchange EL-EX – acquired by the Finnish
transmission system operator – became Nord Pool’s representation in Finland.

Denmark became part of the Nordic wholesale market in two steps, commenced by the Western
division in summer 1999. This was preceded by the separation of transmission and generation
functions of Elsam at the beginning of 1997. In the physically independent Eastern Denmark,
the same development took place in the year 2000, the landmark being October 2000, when all
four Nordic countries formed a common wholesale electricity market, the channel for trade
being the power exchange.

In 2002, Nord Pool was reorganised and as a result the Nord Pool Group now consists of the
physical trading in Nord Pool Spot AS, financial trading in Nord Pool ASA, clearing in Nord
Pool Clearing ASA and consulting services in Nord Pool Consulting AS.

At the beginning of 2006, the number of participants in the Nord Pool Spot AS amounted to
120 companies representing nine countries. From Norway there were 47, from Sweden 18,
from Finland 22 and from Denmark 10 participants, the remaining countries from which
Nord Pool members originated being Germany, Belgium, UK and Switzerland.

Traded volumes through Nord Pool Spot in 2004 amounted to 166 TWh in Elspot and
0.9 TWh in Elbas. This amounts to more than 40% of the total consumption of electricity
in the Nordic countries.

6 A good descriptive summary of the Nordic electricity market development is available in International Energy
Agency’s publication “Lessons from liberalised electricity markets”, OECD/IEA 2005.
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2.5.2 The selection of approach for the review

Today the electricity markets of the four Nordic countries are reasonably efficiently integrated
on the wholesale level. In physical terms, all power transfers that result from buying or selling
electricity in the commercial sense are channelled through the power exchange Nord Pool,
which disposes of the transmission interconnection capacity between the Nordic countries. In
practical terms this means that when an end-user in Nordic country A wants to buy electricity
from the integrated Nordic market, it has four alternatives:

- To buy electricity on the basis of a bilateral agreement from a supplier located in the
same Nordic country A, and additionally, electricity is generated in the same country A.
The supplier has a balance agreement in country A.

- To buy electricity on the basis of a bilateral agreement from a supplier that acts as a
supplier in the Nordic country A (The supplier may have its headquarters in another
Nordic country B, but may have a sales office or similar in country A. However, the
supplier may operate from its base country B directly without having to establish a sales
office or similar in target country A). In this case the electricity to be delivered to the
customer has to be traded via Nord Pool so that the supplier buys electricity in the price
area of country A and thus takes care of the physical dimension of electricity transfer.
The supplier must have a balance agreement for the country A to which the electricity is
sold.

- Instead of a bilateral agreement, the end-user in country A can buy electricity directly
from Nord Pool to be used in the price area of country A. The buyer has a balance
agreement in country A.

- Instead of a bilateral agreement, the end-user in country A can buy electricity from
Nord Pool via a broker (a broker takes care of electricity purchases according to portfolio
management services).

In all the alternatives involving two price areas – whether using a bilateral agreement for the
commercial part or not – access to the Nordic market is via a power exchange, as the
interconnection capacity is reserved for it.

The alternatives available to an electricity end-user are thus to buy from a national supplier,
to buy from a foreign-originated supplier, or to buy from a power exchange. Currently, at least
looking at the majority of electricity end-users, the most widely used alternative is the first one,
which implies choosing the national supplier. The second alternative, which is to use a foreign-
based supplier, is much less frequently used and there are very few other Nordic suppliers
operating in the various Nordic countries with the exception of the dominant Swedish and
Finnish suppliers Vattenfall and Fortum. The record shows that to operate in another Nordic
country it is important but not necessary to establish an office in the target country, necessary to
duplicate the data systems and compulsory to enter into separate balance agreements separately
for each country and to bear the other non-negligent risks of operating in another Nordic market.
The following example describes some of the actions related to selling electricity from one
Nordic country to another.
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The approaches to further integrate the Nordic electricity market can be viewed by drawing
a line describing various degrees of market integration as presented in Picture 2. Eligibility here
means the attractiveness of customer categories to suppliers based on the balance between
transaction costs and potential revenue. Before market liberalisation, when all power trade was
carried out among the dominant state-owned utilities without the participation of electricity
end-users, and the other extreme is an utmost integrated Nordic market where end-users have
both access and right to buy from any Nordic supplier.

Example 1: Practical steps when selling electricity from Sweden to Finnish end-users

1. A Swedish supplier has to be either a member of Nord Pool or make an agreement
with another party, e.g. broker, which is a member of Nord Pool. Alternatively, or
additionally, the supplier can make a bilateral agreement on the electricity purchase
with a producer located in Finland.

2. The supplier has to have an agreement with a balance provider in Finland,
if not operating itself as a balance provider in Finland.

3. The supplier is obliged to register for VAT-liability in Finland, if the Finnish buyers
of electricity are private individuals. However, if the buyers are liable to VAT in
Finland (e.g. industrial companies), the Swedish supplier is not liable to pay taxes
in Finland.

4. The supplier concludes a supply contract with the end-user.

5. The supplier buys, according to estimated electricity consumption of the Finnish
customers given by the Finnish DSO, the amount of electricity to the Finnish price
area from Nord Pool. The supplier can also buy the corresponding amount from
the producer located in Finland.

6. The DSO reports the necessary data on deliveries to the balance provider and/or
the Finnish TSO Fingrid.

7. Fingrid determines the national power balance and the power balances between
Fingrid and balance providers.
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It is currently possible to buy electricity from other Nordic electricity suppliers, but to be able to
supply, they have to make the necessary arrangements with the national operator responsible for
balance. As a result, the administrative costs of operating in another country are relatively high.

A big step in the right direction would be the possibility of operating the various Nordic
countries from one country and presumably one office. Presumably, there would be some kind
of limitation for end-users to participate in the integrated market. This limitation could result
from the possible risks and costs related to supplying end-users who are not hourly metered but
are being supplied, settled and invoiced on the basis of load profile systems. Furthermore, the
suppliers would not be obliged to supply every customer asking to be supplied but would be
able to make such decisions on commercial grounds.

The next step would be to extend the easy access to the Nordic end-user market to all customers.
This would entail lowering the costs of supplying those customers that are not hourly metered at
the moment. Like in the previous approach, the suppliers would be able to choose freely which
customers they want to and find it profitable to supply.

The approach chosen as the basis for the report is the one which implies a step-by-step approach
to enlarging the common Nordic electricity market. Further studies are needed to define possible
steps, given the technical and commercial obstacles.

Picture 2.2 Projected development of end-user market integration.

All suppliers are able
to sell to end-users
eligible to take part
in the Nordic market
in an efficient way.
All market operations
can be handled
from one country.

All end-users
are eligible to take
part in the Nordic market.
Suppliers choose
who to supply to.

Suppliers are able
to sell in all markets,
but administrative
costs are high.

Today 2009 - 2010 2010 -
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3 THE NORDIC ELECTRICITY
MARKETS

3.1  Development since liberalisation

The electricity markets in the Nordic countries have undergone major changes since the middle
of the 1990s. All Nordic countries have liberalised their electricity markets, opening both
electricity trading and electricity production to competition. The purpose of the liberalisation
was to create better conditions for competition, and thus to improve utilisation of production
resources as well as to provide gains from improved efficiency in the operation of networks.

Introducing liberalization in a market that has previously been tightly regulated and closed in
terms of competition is bound to bring changes to the market structure and positions of market
actors, and possibly but not necessarily in the ownership structure of the electricity industry.
In the Nordic countries the starting point has been a relatively fragmented electricity sector with
the exception of large vertically integrated state-owned electricity utilities.

Norway was the first Nordic country to launch the liberalization process of its electricity market
with the approval of the Energy Act in 1990, which introduced regulated third-party access.
Norway was followed by Sweden and Finland in the middle of the 1990s and by Denmark at
the beginning of 1998 when the large electricity customers were given access to the electricity
network.

In each Nordic country, the introduction of electricity market liberalization has resulted in a
process of structural changes in the electricity sector. The transmission network activities have
been separated from generation and supply, and additionally unbundling in various forms
(i.e. legal and separation by accounts) has been carried out as regards distribution and retail
activities. The number of suppliers has gone down, although there are still relatively many
suppliers active in each country. At the same time, the market shares of the largest suppliers
have increased. A common feature of the Nordic electricity markets has been the persistently
high local market shares of local incumbent suppliers.

Market entry has taken place mainly in the form of acquisitions, the major acquiring companies
being the former state-owned utilities. However, the state was - apart from a few minor
exceptions - not engaged as owner within electricity supply in Denmark. In the Nordic countries
the electricity market liberalization has not necessarily implied fundamental changes in
ownership in general and the presence of public ownership of the sector, like in some other
liberalizing countries. However, as a result of acquisitions and mergers, changes in ownership
have taken place in Finland, Sweden and Denmark, whereas only some minor changes have
occurred in this respect in Norway.

In Sweden, the three largest retail suppliers had a market share of approximately 30 percent in
1996. In 2004 the total market share of Vattenfall, Sydkraft and Fortum had increased to nearly
50 percent. When taking the shareholdings in other companies into account, the total market
share of these three largest companies was nearly 60 percent.
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In Norway, the retail supply is becoming increasingly concentrated. From 1997 to 2003 the
three largest suppliers increased their total market share from 37.2 to 56.2 percent. Most grid
companies have a vertically integrated supplier or a supplier within the same corporation that is
the dominant supplier within the distribution network area (most often the incumbent supplier
from the time before liberalization). The market shares of these suppliers vary from 30 to nearly
100 percent of all customers in the distribution network area. Altogether 76.2 percent of
Norwegian households are customers of the dominant supplier within the local grid area (2004)
even though 40 percent of household customers have switched supplier at least once since
liberalization.

In Finland the total number of retail sellers is around 75, whereas before deregulation the
number was approximately 120. There are about five electricity retailers with a larger than 5
percent share of the market. The market share of the three largest companies in the retail market
for small and medium-sized customers has been 35 - 40 percent. Some large foreign players like
Vattenfall and E.ON have entered the Finnish retail supply market by acquiring local,
municipally owned electricity companies. As a result the share of public ownership in the
electricity sector has decreased. The acquired companies are active both in electricity retail
supply and distribution businesses and they usually own electricity generation in Finland. In the
electricity retail supply market the share of such companies amounts to some 20 - 25 percent.

Denmark liberalised its retail market fully as late as 2003 (step-by-step since 1998). Thus, the
full effect of market liberalisation is probably yet to be seen, along with a wave of mergers
among smaller and larger companies. The Elsam acquisition of the generator E2 and the
distributor NESA was followed in 2005 by the acquisition by the gas company DONG of part of
Elsam – the other part being acquired by Vattenfall – and the distributors Copenhagen Energy
and Frederiksberg. The implementation of the DONG acquisition is pending due to lack of
approval by the competition authorities.

Whereas the generation and wholesale market is heavily concentrated, the number of retail
suppliers is high. There are circa 40 companies who have a licence to supply local consumers
who do not avail themselves of the possibility of selecting another supplier. Additionally, there
are 29 suppliers without such a licence. The four largest, EnergiDanmark/Disam, NESA EL,
Elektra and ScanEnergi, have more than 80 percent of the market. Foreign companies are only
active in the Danish retail market as minority shareholders in Danish suppliers.

3.2 Consumption

Total electricity consumption in the Nordic countries in 2004 amounted to about 380 TWh,
of which 146 TWh was in Sweden, 115 TWh in Norway, 85 TWh in Finland and 35 TWh
in Denmark7

All the Nordic countries apart from Denmark have a high electricity use per capita in
comparison with other countries in Europe 8 . A common feature of countries having high per-
capita electricity use is that they have a high heating requirement due to a cold climate and/or

7 The Swedish Energy Market 2005, page 19, The Energy Markets Inspectorate
8 The Swedish Energy Market 2005, page 32, The Energy Markets Inspectorate
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Table 3.1 Electricity consumption in the Nordic countries

have energy-intensive industries. Consumption of households in the Nordic countries is
described in table 3.1. Please note that the figures are approximate. It is interesting to note that
households in Norway consume a lot more than households in the other Nordic countries.
The low consumption in Denmark also reflects that electric heating is rare.

Denmark Finland Norway Sweden

Number of
households 2 624 3001, 6, 7 2 800 0002, 5 2 303 0001,3,7 4 481 0001,7, 9

Total electricity
consumption of
households 9,7 TWh1, 6 18,6 TWh2, 4 31 TWh2, 5 36 TWh1,7,9

Electricity
consumption
per household 3682 kWh1, 6, 8 6800 kWh2, 4 15200 kWh1, 3, 8 8000 kWh1,7, 9

1 Year 2003    2 Year 2004    3 Source: NVE    4 Source: EMV   5 Source: Littlechild (2005)
6 Source: ENS   7 Including cabins    8 Including electricity used for cabins, which reduces
the average consumption of electricity per household.   9 Statistics Sweden

Table 3.2, below, describes the electricity consumption in different customer categories
in the Nordic countries. There are big similarities between the countries. Industry accounts for
a considerable proportion of total electricity use in Norway, Finland and Sweden.
This is because these countries have a high proportion of energy-intensive industries. Denmark,
on the other hand, has a different industrial structure. Instead, a greater proportion of the
country’s electricity is used in agriculture, as well as in the residential and service sector.9

Denmark Finland Norway Sweden All Nordic
countries

Residence 30 % 24 % 32 % 31 % 30 %

Industry
(including energy sector) 29 % 56 % 43 % 44 % 45 %

Business and service
(including transport) 32 % 19 % 23 % 20 % 22 %

Other
(including agriculture) 9 % 1 % 2 % 5 % 3 %

Table 3.2 Electricity consumption in different customer categories in per cent
in the Nordic countries in year 2004

Source: Nordel´s monthly statistics 2004

9 The Swedish Energy Market 2005, page 32, The Energy Markets Inspectorate
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3.3 Supplier switching

A prerequisite for an effective electricity market is the presence of active customers. Changing
electricity suppliers, or renegotiating a contract with the present supplier, are the ways in which
customers can act on the market. Customers making active choices provide a driving force for
electricity suppliers to compete through low prices, attractive contract terms and good service.10

The level of switching activity has varied remarkably in the four Nordic countries.
The most active switching behaviour has been seen in Norway followed by Sweden, Finland
and Denmark.

There are many factors that partially explain the different levels of switching activity. Among
them are the importance of the price of electricity to the customer’s budget and the resulting
interest in switching suppliers to make savings in electricity bills, the obstacles to switching,
how informed the customers are about the electricity market and the switching opportunities,
availability and access to switch-specific information like competing suppliers and prices, and
the proportion of the total end-user price that is influenced by a switch.11

The collection of switching information and the definitions of key figures to describe switching
differ even among the Nordic countries, which make more precise comparing difficult.12

In Denmark, the Association of the Danish Energy Companies collects information on
switching activity on a quarterly basis. Since the total opening of the Danish market in January
2003, 4.8 percent of the customers have switched supplier. The switches represent 55 percent
of total electricity sales. The switching activity was at its highest level during the first year,
declined to half in 2004 and increased a bit from 2004 to 2005. In 2005, 1.3 percent of the
customers switched representing 15 percent of electricity sales. The switching activity is far
higher for bigger – hourly metered customers – than for smaller – load profile customers.
In 2005, 18 percent of hourly metered customers switched supplier.

There is no regular practice in Finland of collecting switching activity information on
the number of customers that have switched. Finnish Energy Industries – an energy sector
association – has carried out sample surveys, and such surveys have also been included
in some studies. According to the information available, 11 percent of household customers
had switched supplier by 2004. In Norway, both NVE and TNS Gallup collect switching
information. On the basis of that information, 240.000 households and 30.600 companies
switched supplier during 2004. In Sweden, Statistics Sweden commissioned by the energy
regulator, and TEMO commissioned by the energy sector association Swedenergy, collect
information. Approximately 7 percent of customers switched supplier between April 2004
and March 2005 (Statistics Sweden) and the total of 32 percent of households had switched
supplier by February 2005 since deregulation.

10 The Swedish Energy Market 2005, page 26, The Energy Markets Inspectorate
11 Supplier switching in the Nordic countries, page 7, Nordic Energy Regulators (NordREG)
12 Information on switching activity indicators, collectors of switching information and switching activity can be
   found in the table in Annex 2.
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4 MARKET CONSEQUENCES

A common Nordic retail market will affect customers, suppliers, grid companies, the TSOs and
regulators. However, it is uncertain how significant the consequences will be. In theory, a larger
market should lead to i ncreased competition and increased efficiency, thus giving lower prices
for retail customers. But this is not self-evident. Mergers and acquisitions could reduce the
number of market participants and reduce competition. Conflicting political goals could also
reduce the gains from a market harmonisation in the Nordic countries.

This chapter discusses the possible economic consequences of a common Nordic retail market.
It is not a full cost-benefit analysis. There are too many uncertainties to undertake a full review.
Instead, we try to point out where the main benefits are and outline three scenarios1 to illustrate
the possible outcomes of market integration.

4.1 Structural changes

All Nordic markets are characterised by heterogeneity in the size, ownership and business
strategies of the market actors. Within the Nordic energy market, you will find large European
players like Vattenfall and E.ON and small local co-operatives running a grid with less than
1000 customers. In chapter 3 we gave an overview of the Nordic market. Of course, players
like Vattenfall with 4.9 million customers have a very different strategy from that of Modalen
Kraftlag, for instance, supplying cheap power due to concession conditions to 350 customers
in Modalen municipality in Norway. It is important to bear in mind the structure of the market
when analysing the possible outcomes of market integration.

In chapter 3 we also described the development of the Nordic market since liberalisation.
Although there are some differences between the countries, there are also great similarities.
For instance the large corporations seem to have strengthened their position in all markets.
At the same time, although there have been some mergers and acquisitions in the years
following liberalisation, we still find many small market participants in all markets.
The willingness for mergers and acquisitions is lower particularly in Norway than in the other
Nordic countries. Many of the smallest DSOs are either owned by local municipalities or by
co-operatives. These owners often seek other goals than profit maximization, for instance to
keep operations within the local community. Another important factor is the linkages between
DSOs and suppliers. This, however, is an important consideration in all the Nordic markets.
In some countries, notably in Norway, foreign ownership has been controversial.

To what degree market integration will lead to structural changes is dependent on many factors.
If regulations are fully harmonised, more companies are unbundled, regulation of electricity
supply is minimised etc. there could potentially be large restructuring ahead. We still have a lot
of small DSOs owned by local municipalities or co-operatives. With tougher efficiency
regulation these assets might be sold to larger entities.

1 The scenarios are presented in Annex 3.
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4.2 Wholesale prices in the Nordic market

Prices in the wholesale market should be reflected in the retail market. If there was unlimited
transmission capacity for electricity in the Nordic market, there would be one wholesale price
for all hours of the day, 365 days a year. With perfect competition, there would in theory be one
retail price for all customers in the Nordic countries.13

However, there is no single wholesale price in all Nordic countries all the time. Congestions
between the Nordic Countries are handled by Nord Pool Spot through implicit auctions. This
means that during congestions the Nordic wholesale market is divided into different price areas,
two in Norway, two in Denmark and one in Finland and Sweden respectively. The price in one
or more areas will then differ from the Nord Pool System Price. In case of congestion, market
prices will be lower in the region exporting and higher in the region importing. This represents
a risk for suppliers but can be handled in the financial market.

However, when one price area has higher average prices over time, this will also be reflected
in the retail market prices. Prices in DK-West were on average higher than in the rest of the
Nordic market in 2005. The prices in this area are more influenced by higher German spot
prices, partly due to the Skagerak II cable between Norway and Denmark being out of service.14

It is important for retail customers that there is sufficient competition in the wholesale market
to keep prices at the marginal cost of the marginal technology. Higher prices in the wholesale
market are transferred directly to retail customers.

Figure 4.1 Wholesale prices in the Nordic countries in 2005, Nord Pool

13 The fact that administrative costs per kWh are higher for customers with smaller consumption
  would of course give some differences in retail prices.
14 There have been discussions whether this could be a result of week competition in DK-West as well.
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4.3 Retail prices in the Nordic market

Retail prices vary a lot between the Nordic countries, and this is not only due to differences
in Elspot Area Prices. The graph below shows the price for the most common retail household
contract in Finland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark. As we see, there are large differences
in prices. Finnish prices are very stable, whereas Norwegian prices follow the system price to
a large extent. For several years, Swedish consumers have paid and are still paying a higher
price than their Norwegian and Finnish neighbours.

Figure 4.2 Retail prices in the Nordic countries (2000 - 2005). Sweden: conditional tenure, Norway:
standard variable tariff, Finland: obligation to supply contract

With the exception of winter 2003, when Norwegian prices reached record levels, Swedish
prices have been substantially higher than Norwegian and Finnish prices. The regulated Danish
prices are somewhat higher than the Norwegian and Finnish prices, but not unreasonably high,
given the low average consumption of Danish households. It is hard to point out a particular
reason behind the higher Swedish prices, but it seems that Swedish customers would benefit
the most from market integration.

Since January 2003, Danish prices are regulated ’obligation to supply‘ prices to household
customers. The regulation as well as its background is described in 7.3.2. The increase during
2005 reflects high price area spot prices of especially Western Denmark compared to Nord Pool
system spot price.

Finnish prices do not follow the Nord Pool System Price. This may be partially due to the
regulation stating that suppliers must inform their customer on contractual changes directly
through a written notification one month before the change will take place. In practice, this may
be one reason for suppliers only changing prices once a year, as is illustrated by the flat graph.
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Figure 4.3   Norwegian and Swedish 1-year fixed-price contracts during the years 2003 – 2005

Looking at Swedish and Norwegian prices in more detail, it would seem that the difference
between Norwegian and Swedish fixed price contracts for households is lower than for
conditional tenure and standard variable contracts. The difference in prices is also lower in 2005
than 2004 and the last quarter of 2003. However, it is not possible to establish whether this is
due to increased competition in the Swedish market, or if other explanations are more relevant.
Comparable price data on Finland and Denmark has not been available.
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The graph compares the forsyningspligt-prices with the Nord Pool Elspot Area Prices.
The same is shown for Norway. Elspot and Norwegian prices are weekly prices, whereas the
forsyningspligt prices are quarterly. That explains why they are so stable. At the same time,
we see that even though the forsyningspligt prices are higher than the prices in Norway, so are
the Elspot Area Prices. If we take that into account and add that the Norwegian prices are for
a household consuming 20,000 kWh, while the Danish are for a typical Danish dwelling
consuming 3,500 kWh, the forsyningspligt prices seem very reasonable from a consumer’s
point of view.

As we saw in paragraph 4.2. retail prices consist (over time) of the wholesale price and the
margin suppliers need to handle their customers and make a reasonable profit. In 2005, retail
prices in Western Denmark have been higher than in the rest of the Nordic countries because
of high wholesale prices, even though margins in the Danish retail markets are low.

In theory, if you increase the size of the market, you should also increase competition, and
this should reduce margins in the retail market. But in the market today, the number of supplier
switches has been reduced (at least in Norway and maybe in Sweden) even though the margins
vary between the suppliers. There could potentially be high barriers to selecting a foreign
supplier. Vattenfall, which attempted to supply in Norway, and Fjordkraft, which set up
a Swedish branch, did not succeed.
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15 A survey of metering requirements, load profile applications and data systems of electricity retail market
  in the Nordic countries, VTT Processes, 2005.

4.4 Other possible consequences

The existing barriers prevent the benefits from scale to be realised for those retail suppliers,
DSOs and system vendors who operate or plan to operate in several Nordic Countries. Because
there are quite many international data system vendors, the harmonisation of retail market
would probably decrease their development costs. The harmonisation would also make possible
for national vendors to sell their products outside their current market area. This means that
there are more players in the market. Because the buyer has more alternatives the prices of
systems would decrease. This would also benefit the electricity user.15 A harmonised Nordic
market benefits the electricity users also by increasing the freedom of choice as regards both
the variety of suppliers and the products.

Figure 4.4 Danish and Norwegian household electricity prices compared with the respective
Nord Pool Elspot Area Prices.
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5 THE EXPECTATIONS OF
THE INTERVIEWED COMPANIES

Identification and analysis of potential regulatory obstacles and to some degree of commercial
obstacles were carried out by the representatives of the Nordic energy regulatory authorities
participating in the Retail Market Working Group. To help with the identification and
assessment of the regulatory and commercial obstacles, a set of interviews with market actors
was carried out in each Nordic country. The list of questions and topics used in the interviews
is presented in annex 1. 20 interviews in total were carried out, five per country.

A large proportion of the interviewed companies have expectations along the lines of general
competition theory; an increase of market size after integration would increase competition.
This should lead to increased competition, lower and more harmonized prices, product
differentiation and better services for customers. Many of the interviewed companies are also
of the opinion that market integration will lead to restructuring and larger corporations.

Although many of the companies predict lower retail prices, few companies believe that
integration will lead to lower prices in their home market. At the same time they project that
prices will go down elsewhere. Especially the Norwegian companies think that prices will be
lower in the other Nordic markets, and Sweden is particularly mentioned as a market with
higher margins than the Norwegian market.

To the extent that foreigners have any opinions of the Danish market, they all assume that
regulation of prices to small end-users will make it tough to enter the Danish market.
Given the low average electricity consumption of Danish end-users, the Danish end-user
market is not seen as very interesting for foreign companies.

A few companies are of the opinion that market integration is of little or no benefit to end-users.
A medium-sized Norwegian and Swedish company says bluntly that if they had seen business
opportunities in another country, they would have tried to take advantage of them already.
From their point of view, it is not regulatory or technical obstacles but existing competition
that prevent them from entering new markets

.

5.1 Denmark

All but one of the interviewed companies thought that competition will increase if a common
Nordic retail electricity market is established. Three of them were of the opinion that more
actors would appear, but one found that the result will be fewer and bigger players. Most of
them found in various degrees that declining prices would be seen, although one company
believed that the prices are related to the Nord Pool exchange anyway.

In general, the interviewed companies found that increased harmonisation of the regulatory
issues will lead to more competition and a better functioning of the market. The price regulation
on electricity from supply-committed suppliers in Denmark determines the market price in the
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retail market. This causes less mobility among small customers. It is very costly that the player
is forced to operate a billing- and change of supplier system for each country. It is difficult to be
responsible for balancing in several countries. The balancing should be maintained and financed
by the TSO and not be a subject for trade and profit.

Commercial obstacles were generally considered as normal challenges in any market.
Some found that low interest from retail customers towards supplier switching is characteristic
for Denmark in particular. One interviewee mentions that some common standard contracts for
all Nordic countries would be an advantage. However, the option of issuing individual contracts
should also be retained.

Concerning technical obstacles one company mentioned that prices in the Nordic electricity
market are heterogeneous because of limited capacity in certain transmission lines which
causes risks for the suppliers. The risks may be covered by CFD’s, which are expensive.
Another company has experienced problems with co-operation of information technologies
in various grid companies which has causes obstacles regarding exchange of information, such
as consumer identification codes and final reading of consumption in connection with switch
of supplier. Harmonisation of meter reading and exchange of data is considered very important.
One company mentioned that different ways of using load profiles hinders cross-border
competition. Real time measurement of consumption would be a considerable improvement.
However, one company thought that different kinds of load profiles is a minor problem that
can be handled.

5.2 Finland

All of the interviewed companies thought that competition will increase or at least there is
a potential for it. Most of them were of the opinion that no significant changes are to be
expected in the market structure, although some structural movement may occur. With regard
to retail prices, such effects as decrease in price margins and average prices as well as in price
differences in the long run were mentioned.

In general, the companies found that harmonisation of the regulatory issues is important.
Supplier switching practices in particular should be largely the same, since otherwise the market
actors have to take country-specific rules into consideration and have different applications for
each country. The Finnish regulation on informing customers about price changes was seen to
be too strict when comparing to other countries. The same applies to regulation on itemisation
of the bills. By and large, neutrality of network operators was regarded as a self-evident and
basic prerequisite for a functioning market. Some actors indicated that the rules and
requirements in this area should be defined sufficiently clearly. The issues related to meter
reading were seen to greatly affect the whole market and harmonisation is thus needed, and even
crucial, for instance in handling of meter readings between market participants. The positive
development in implementation of AMR for all customers will most likely remove some of
the existing problems.
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Many of the above-mentioned obstacles are also partly technical ones. Harmonisation
of technical issues, in fact, was seen as essential from the viewpoint of all the interviewed
companies. The objective should be similar technical requirements in various countries,
simultaneously taking into consideration the investments costs.

Commercial obstacles were generally considered to be normal challenges in any market.
Some interviewees mentioned that the large number of DSOs may form an obstacle, if this
results in different and insufficient ways of conducting data exchange between the market
participants. Customer loyalty towards the local supplier and low interest in supplier switching,
especially among Finnish customers, were partially seen as an obstacle. Often, a supplier must
offer huge advantages to new customers so that they consider the benefit of switching profitable
and it is still uncertain whether they will switch, despite the amount of money spent
in marketing.

5.3 Norway

With one exception, the Norwegian companies interviewed all took a positive view of
integration of the Nordic end-user market. All the companies had some experience of cross-
border activities, but only two of them had significant experience. The reason why one of the
companies did not find market integration interesting was the lack of business opportunities
in the retail market. Given the marketing costs of entering a new market, margins were too low,
even if there was full technical and regulatory harmonisation.

The technical obstacles had been the greatest challenge for those two companies with first-hand
experience of other Nordic countries. One company, Bergen Energi, is active in all markets
except Denmark, and had developed their own IT system in order to handle the different IT
standards in the Nordic markets. As long as data communication is not harmonised, separate
customer information systems are required, and there are no economies of scale. Harmonisation
of balancing and settlement was also mentioned by several companies.

On regulatory obstacles, most of the companies stressed a clear division of roles between
suppliers and DSOs. Those familiar with the arrangement mentioned the obligation to supply
systems in Finland and Denmark as an obstacle hampering competition. All of the companies
saw harmonisation of supplier switching as important.

Commercial obstacles were in general not regarded as the main problem. All companies
found the commercial market more interesting than the household market. At least two of the
companies had co-operation agreements with Swedish companies so that they could supply the
installations in Sweden of a Norwegian customer and vice versa. Higher margins in the Swedish
market promised business opportunities for Norwegian companies in the Swedish market.
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5.4 Sweden

Most of the companies believe that competition in the market will increase and supply margins
will be reduced. One company does not really see any substantial benefits from a customer’s
point of view in creating a common Nordic end-user market.

All harmonization is welcomed, most important are balance responsibilities, standardisation of
identification of locations, and routines for sending metered values. Separation of distribution
companies and sales companies should be more rigorous and complete. Their role and
expectations should be made clearer for stakeholders. Difficulties are created by different rules
on invoice design and how various forms of green energy support should be communicated.

Rules and regulations have too little customer focus today. All changes within

the market structure must be based on customer value. The commercial obstacles are

something the actors can and should handle.
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6 FUNCTIONAL AND TECHNICAL
OBSTACLES16

6.1 Introduction

There is a fundamental division of roles between the monopoly functions and the services under
competition (this issue is discussed in more detail in chapter 7.1.1). The TSO and DSO handle
the monopoly functions, the grid and services related to the grid, such as metering. Only one
party within a grid area can be responsible for the quality of the meter values – it is a natural
monopoly, although the various tasks related to metering and processing could be under
competition.

For the suppliers, access to exact information regarding electricity consumption per area is
fundamental for their business, both for the settlement of each individual customer and for
planning what to procure in the wholesale market the following day and week. In order to obtain
that information, communication has to be standardised, or the supplier will not get access to the
data regardless of quality or metering technology used. Thus, the main challenge considering a
more open end-user market is standardised data communication between DSOs and the
suppliers as well as the DSOs and TSOs.

This is illustrated in the graph below:

Figure 6.1 Critical communication links for an open Nordic end-user market

1) The Distribution System Operator (DSO) is responsible for metering and the meter value process
2) The electricity supplier receives meter values from DSO either they are based on AMR or MR
3) Critical communication that should be harmonized
4) This link will be a part of the commercial contract between the Electricity Supplier and the customer.

There may also be some restrictions given by the national authorities.

16 This chapter is based on the report “A survey of metering requirements, load profile applications and data systems
   of electricity retail market in the Nordic countries” by the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) in co-
   operation with SINTEF Energy Research (Norway), Energy piano (Denmark) and Carl Bro International/
   Energikonsult (Sweden).

2
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6.2 Data exchange between the main market actors
in the Nordic Countries

A simplified overview of the main market actors operating on the power market in the Nordic
countries and data exchanges between them is presented in Figure 6.2.

In general, there are two types of final customers:

- Automatically metered final customers, hourly resolution. Requirements for the
automatic metering are presented in the description of the respective countries.

- The rest of the customers are manually metered and reported.

There are several data formats which are applied to data transfer between the meter data
terminal for Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) and the Front End system, installed at DSO:
DLMS, ODEL and several proprietor-defined formats. Combination of several formats in the
same network area requires several parallel Front End systems for translation of the various
formats. Data are kept in the Front End system and periodically transferred to Metered Data
Value Database (MDVB). MDVB checks consistency and validity of the data.

Figure 6.2 Data Exchange and protocols between the main market actors in the Nordic Countries
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In countries with self-reading of meters, the metered data from the manually-metered customers
provided by phone or Internet usually goes directly to the Customer Information System (CIS)
database, while data sent by postcard are collected in a “Data Acquisition Centre” and then
transferred to the CIS.

Metered data are collected and stored in the MVDB, which is considered as the main data
storage. Using EDIFACT messages, the data are further sent to Balance Providers or the
Transmission System Operator and the Electricity Supplier. The presented separation between
different software systems may vary according to local conditions:

• Several software vendors (Enermet, Goerlitz etc) have started to provide more
integraed solutions, which include the whole chain from electricity meters throughout
the FrontEnd Systems to the MVDB. Separation between the different software systems
becomes less visible.

• Several smaller companies may not have MVDB systems (stippled line on MVDB).
• DSOs may outsource a part of the metering activities to external companies but they

still remain responsible for the quality of metered data. In this case the overall diagram
will be more segmented.

6.3 Comparison of different Nordic countries

In the study, the Nordic countries are compared on the basis of data systems, load profiling and
metering. In this chapter we will discuss data exchange practices, supplier switching practices,
load profile systems and metering. We will focus on the first two items, since these are
considered the most critical. Subsequently we will just briefly present the situation regarding
load profiles and metering systems, especially automatic reading versus manual reading.
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6.3.1 Data exchange practices

The data exchange practices in the Nordic countries are shown in Table 6.1.

PRODAT - Product data message. The message is sent between parties in the power industry and used for submission of master
data regarding end-users. This message provides product identification and description of deliverable goods, which a supplier offers
to his customers. It might be offered to a single customer, a multitude of customers and to agents as well.

MSCONS - Metered Services Consumption Report. The Metered Services Consumption Report is a message sent between parties
in the power industry, providing consumption and/or associated technical information at location(s) for product(s) or service(s),
where the supply is metered.

The external data exchange is based in all countries on Ediel. Denmark is currently applying
the ebiX standard, which is going to be used widely in Central Europe. Ediel is also still used,
but all new installations will be based on ebiX. The use of Ediel is slightly different in each
country. This reduces the usefulness of the standard. Data transmission requires individual
solutions in each country.

PRODAT messages are used in Finland, Norway and Sweden. Although PRODAT is
standardised, every country has its own recommendations about its use. The content of the
message is in some way different in each country. In Denmark, there are UTILMD and UTILTS
messages for supplier switching information exchange. The Ediel messages are no longer
developed, unlike in other Nordic Countries.

The MSCONS messages are used in every country, even in Denmark. However, in Finland
the meter readings, except hourly metered values, are transferred with PRODAT Z11 message.
In other countries all meter readings are transferred using MSCONS. The balance settlement
data is transferred with MSCONS messages.

The information exchange protocols differ from each other. In Finland the information
exchange is based on ftp and EDI services offered by two commercial service providers,
whereas in other countries the SMTP is used or will probably be used. In Sweden and in
Norway, they have decided to use SMTP, partly because X.400 is expensive to use.
In Finland the use of SMTP is considered to be too risky.

Finland Denmark Norway Sweden

Protocols used ftp and EDI SMTP X.400 X.400
for exchange of services SMTP (from 1st SMTP (from 6th

EDIEL messages July 2006) December
2005)

Customer data PRODAT UTILMD PRODAT PRODAT
message (Z03, Z04, Z05,

Z06, Z08, Z11)

Consumption MSCONS MSCONS, MSCONS, MSCONS
data message PRODAT Z11 UTILTS proposed

for not hourly UTILTS
metered values

Table 6.1 Data exchange practices in the Nordic countries
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There are different standards and recommendations concerning data systems and information
exchange. Although there are some common standards and recommendations in the Nordic
countries, most standards and recommendations are only national. Another question is that the
use of those standards is not always controlled and the standards are applied slightly differently.
If the data systems and information exchange are to work properly, the standards and
implementation of these standards should be similar in every country. However, it is equally
important that the use of prevailing standards and recommendations is controlled. Sanctions
should be applied for non-compliance with commonly agreed standards.

For technical issues to be handled consistently, there could be one instance defining the rules,
standards used, and recommendations. Possible sanctions could be handled by a national
regulator. The standardisation work could also be co-ordinated with the European CENELEC-
system. This does not necessarily mean that all systems and standards should be the same, but
those which are commonly used in each country should be implemented in the same way.

The existing barriers prevent the benefits from scale to be realised for those retail suppliers,
DSOs and system vendors who operate or plan to operate in several Nordic countries. Because
there are quite a number of international data system vendors, harmonisation of the retail market
would probably reduce their development costs. Harmonisation would also make it possible for
national vendors to sell their products outside their current market area. This means that there
are more players in the market. Because the buyer has more alternatives, the prices of systems
would decrease. This would also benefit the electricity user.

Most important in the harmonisation of data systems is that malfunctions and data failures can
be minimised when all systems understand each other.
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Finland Denmark Norway Sweden

What is the 21 days (30 days 30 days Two weeks One month
required dura- if  new metering
tion of the sup- is required)
plier change?

How the Final Identifier is EAN-code EAN-number, Facility ID;
customer is defined by DSO (UTILMD used) the facility’s the facility’s
identified in address and address; the final
Z03 - Z05? the invoicing customer’s

address name and
(if differs from postal address
the previous)

When the supplier Not limited On the 1st of Not limited On the 1st day of
change should each month each month
occur?

When the Z04 5 days before 2 hours after Latest one week Within 5 working
message should switching notification before days
be sent? of the switch

(UTILMD used)

When the Z05 14 days before 5 days after Latest one week      Within 5 working
message should switching notification before days
be sent? of the switch

(ie. at least 25
days before
switching)
(UTILMD used)

6.3.2 Supplier switching practices

Supplier switching practices in the Nordic countries are shown in the table below:

Table 6.2 Supplier switching practices in the Nordic countries.

Some types of PRODAT messages: Z03 - Information about change of supplier, Z04 - Acknowledge on change of supplier
(incl. update of master data), Z05 - Acknowledge on change of supplier

In all Nordic countries, the DSO has a central role in supplier switching. The switching
procedures have a lot of similarities. In all the countries, a new supplier sends a notification
about the switch to the DSO. The DSO informs the old supplier. The DSO is responsible for
reading meter values on the switching date. After meter reading, the DSO sends a notification
to the old and new supplier.

The main differences concern the switching date and respite times. In Finland and Norway there
is no specific switching date. In Denmark and Sweden the switching must be made on the first
day of a month.

Although the respite times are different, the duration of supplier change is quite similar
according to the legislation. There may be greater differences in practice.
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6.3.3 Load profile systems

The main characteristics for the grid area residual profile method are summarised in the
following.

• It is the simplest method - for Norway and Denmark one profile per grid company, and
Sweden with one profile per grid area, with division due to tariff periods as well as time
zones.

• It requires less data, since there is no need for collection of representative load curve
data for each customer segment.

• The Danish and Norwegian methods cannot deal with differences in customer
composition per supplier coming from different composition of customers.

Characteristics for the customer segment profile method are the following

• It is possible to obtain higher accuracy, since the profile is calculated for each supplier on
the basis of customer composition – dependent on the number of customer segments and
whether profiles dependent on outdoor temperature and/or seasonal variation are used.
The more accuracy, the more work and costs on updating the customer segment profiles.

• Profiles are based on past measurements that may not accurately describe the present
load behaviour

• If few customer segments are used, it might sometimes be difficult to place a customer
in a segment.

• It might be problematic locally for some customer segments to use national customer
segment profiles because they do not cover that area well.

• It might be convenient for the supplier to use the customer segment profiles in their
marketing.

Load profiling is used when small customers do not have metering of the load with one hour
time resolution.

If all or most of the small customers have hourly metering, the consequences are the following:

- The amount of data to be handled by the network company will increase.
- The work related to handling of the profiling system can be reduced or avoided.
- Better platform for development of more efficient meter value processing through

the whole chain from metering point to DSOs and suppliers.
- In some cases the supplier will have reduced amounts of time and money involved

in the later correction of the balance settlement between the suppliers in the network.

More or all customers get access to participate in the electricity spot market on an hourly basis,
as they may already have access on a monthly basis. This means increased potential for
demand-based response.
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6.3.4 Metering

Good quality metering is required to ensure functioning of the electricity market. On the other
hand, metering costs in replacing existing meters with more sophisticated ones are high.
The metering can be performed automatically or manually, and the manual reading can either be
performed by the customers through self-reading, or by the company responsible for metering
(i.e. the DSO).

Meters, requirements of the meters and the metering process are of highest interest
in the electricity distribution industry today. Many customers in all the Nordic countries have
automatic reading systems installed (AMR), where the DSO can automatically get the signals
from the metering point, and in addition, some also have the potential for two-way
communication (TWC), where the DSO sends different kinds of signals directly to the terminal
connected to the meter. The costs for implementation of hourly metering equipment are
significantly lower compared with a few years ago, and in addition to the meter value handling,
there are commercial interests in value added services connected to hourly metering and
particularly to TWC.

The main differences in metering between different countries are:

• Definition of the metering point ID is different
• The requirements for mandatory hourly metering are based on different units: the fuse

size vs. annual electricity consumption. However, the overall threshold is very close.
•  The costs of mandatory hourly metering is paid by the customer in Finland, and in other

countries by the DSO
• The frequency of meter reading. (Sweden will introduce monthly reading by 2009)
• The timing of AMR installations is different: Sweden is clearly leading.

The costs of large-scale AMR installations are reduced compared to the costs of individual
installations, and the number of AMR customers is increasing quite rapidly in different
countries. The costs of consumption metering and related services are still relatively high
in the case of installing hourly meters for customers individually.

Development of common Nordic functional requirements for AMR systems and meters in
co-operation with regulators and market participants should be considered. Common minimum
requirements defined by regulators would decrease the differences between the Nordic
countries.

Requirements for the interfaces (what, when and to whom) should be defined as well as
standardized meter reading data formats for the interfaces.

However, the most important issue regarding metering seems to be the different approaches for
identification of final customers. Establishment of a common practice for identification of final
customers, using unique IDs as EAN17 is necessary.

17The EAN code is a unique 13 figure code. It is cryptic as it has no other explicit meaning than that we can be sure
   that there is no other measuring point with the same ID. In addition to using a unique ID it is necessary to have a
   common agreement on how to tell to the humans and to the computers at least the country, DSO, grid area,
   customer, connection point and the measured customer.
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6.4 Assessment of barriers

The VTT report discusses the main areas for critical communication in the end-user market
between:

1) The energy suppliers and the DSOs involved
2) The end- user (metering point) and the DSO
3) The DSOs involved and the TSO
4) To some degree, communication between the end-user and supplier

To further improve the end-user market allowing a supplier in a Nordic country to obtain direct
access to an end-user in another Nordic country, the focus should be on the most critical issues,
namely standard procedures for data communication between the DSOs and energy suppliers.

The following assessment of the identified barriers regarding data systems ranks them according
to their importance and how often they may occur (frequency). They are ranked in three
different categories: critical, important and useful.
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Table 6.3 Data Systems

Critical Important Useful

Data Systems

Various protocols, Mismatching of the
used for exchange of protocols prevents
EDIEL messages communication

between the actors

Different types of Communication
messages, used for partners will not
sending the customer understand
data each other

Different types of Communication
messages, used for partners will not
sending consumption understand each
data other

Different identification Wrong identification
of final customers’ of the metering point
metering points

Different identification May cause invoicing
of the final customers’ and other problems
attributes (address etc.)

 Alphabetical May cause
 variation misunderstanding

of messages and
require extra work

Different time zones May lead to problems
in settlement and
billing

Different or no Cost-driving factor
requirements for for DSOs and
future meters and potential data
data formats between exchange problems
DSO and final
customers
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6.5 Recommendations and proposals

The following recommendations and proposals are given on the basis of the comparisons
between the Nordic countries and obstacles identified. The recommendations are given in two
categories when assessing opening up of the Nordic electricity retail market.

6.5.1 The most critical actions to be implemented

In order to ensure consistent handling of technical issues related to data and metering systems as
well as standardized data protocols, preparation of a proposal for the rules, standards and
recommendations in the Nordic countries should be launched. NordREG in co-operation with
the EDIEL Nordic Forum could be invited to come up with a proposal with milestones and
actions needed by the first quarter of 2007.

In particular, the following problems related to data and metering systems should be solved:

- Transferred messages, information and message timing should be harmonised.
- Message format should be decided.
- A common data transmission protocol should be specified. New solutions like web-based

solutions should be studied.
- Identification of final customers’ metering point should be harmonised

Common Nordic functional requirements for AMR systems and meters should be developed in
co-operation with regulators and market actors to fulfil also future needs. Common minimum
requirements should be defined by regulators in order to reduce the differences between DSOs
and countries. Establishment of a common Nordic AMR Forum should be considered.
NordREG and Nordenergi could be invited to come up with a proposal on the institutional setup
and agenda for the Nordic AMR Forum by the middle of 2007.
There are different standards and recommendations concerning data systems and information
exchange. Although there are some common standards and recommendations in the Nordic
countries, most standards and recommendations are only national. Another question is that the
use of those standards is not always controlled and the standards are applied slightly differently.
If the data systems and information exchange is to work properly, the standards and
implementation of these standards should be similar in every country. However, it is equally
important that the use of prevailing standards and recommendations is controlled.
As regards metering, the following differences and problems can be identified: Definition of
the metering point ID is different. The requirements for mandatory hourly metering are based on
different units: the fuse size vs. annual electricity consumption. However, the overall threshold
is very close. The costs of mandatory hourly metering are paid by the customer in Finland, and
in other countries by the DSO. The frequency of meter reading will be different in the future
and the same applies to the timing of automatic meter reading installations.

2. Common and reasonable retail market rules and processes for retail markets must be
designed and demanded. For this reason, the supplier switching procedures should be
harmonised at least to the certain level. Supplier switching procedures are also discussed
in Chapter 7.2.2. It is proposed that NordREG in co-operation with Nordenergi and other
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relevant parties (e.g. energy sector associations and consumer organisations and authorities)
prepare a proposal on the required harmonisation of supplier switching procedures.
The proposal, which may be a step-by-step approach, should be delivered by the end
of 2007.

In all Nordic countries, the DSO has a central role in supplier switching. The switching
procedures have a lot of similarities. In all countries a new supplier sends a notification about
the switch to the DSO. The DSO informs the old supplier. The DSO is responsible for reading
meter values on the switching date. After the meter reading, the DSO sends a notification to
the old and new supplier. The main differences concern the switching date and respite times.

6.5.2 Other recommendations and proposals

The following recommendations are not as time-critical as the previous ones, but will promote
the market opening and reduce the costs to different market actors:

• Requirements for the interfaces (what, when and to whom) should be defined

• Standardized meter reading data formats for the interfaces should be aimed for

• In longer term, harmonisation of load profile systems used in the settlement procedure
should also be considered

• Harmonisation of the mandatory requirements for hourly metering should be considered
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7 REGULATORY OBSTACLES

7.1 Administrative obstacles

7.1.1 Differences in market design

To create a better framework for a common end-user market, there must be a stringent division
between the services regulated as monopoly responsibilities and activities, and the services that
are objects for ordinary competition. The competitive side of the market would also be more
comprehensible if the interface with the monopoly activities were clearer. For instance,
collection of electricity taxes etc. should be handled by the same entity in each country, either
over the grid tariff or through billing of the electricity. Today these issues are treated differently
in the Nordic countries and this raises the costs of having market operations in several Nordic
countries.

Balancing settlement is organised considerably differently in Norway from the other Nordic
countries, and so the income from balancing settlement covers different areas of the TSO’s and
DSO’s activities. Even between Denmark, Finland and Sweden there are significant variations
with impact on both the cost level and the method used for distribution of the costs between the
monopoly functions through the grid tariff and the competitive services through the electricity
price. Differences in handling of the balancing costs between countries in an integrated market
represents a problem for suppliers, for example if it should give an offer valid to a customer
running a chain of shops in Sweden and Norway. This obstacle may not be critical, but will still
create some confusion and perturb market participants who want clearer rules for competition
and the ability to compare prices, products, contracts etc.

With regard to electricity taxes, there are different practices. For instance, a Norwegian supplier
in the Swedish market would face an extra liability in administering collection of electricity tax.
This increases the risk for the supplier and will reduce its willingness to go into the Swedish
market.

If these market design issues are not harmonised at a certain level, they will maintain the high
threshold a supplier faces when entering the end-user market in other Nordic countries.

7.1.2 Registration and licences

To start selling electricity to end-users a supplier has different obligations in various Nordic
countries. Some of these obligations are common for all industries, like value added taxation,
but there are also some that are sector-specific, such as registration or licensing requirements.

In addition to the general rules that all enterprises have to follow to engage in selling

of goods and services, there are special rules in place for acting as a retail supplier in Norway
and Denmark.
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In order to act as a supplier in the Norwegian market, a license is required from the Norwegian
regulator NVE. The license may be considered a registration rather than an acceptance
procedure. The Energy Act requires that entities that sell electric energy or that can be in one
way or another in a monopoly situation must have a sales license (omsetningskonsesjon).
This rule applies to entities that own or operate distribution or transmission networks. There are
various types of sales concessions depending on whether the company is purely purchasing and
retailing electricity, whether the company also owns electricity network or has generation,
whether the operator is a community that is selling electricity to utilities where it does not have
shareholdings or whether the company is a foreign one which will engage in electricity trading
in Norway without establishing a company in Norway. Additionally, it requires at least one
employee in the company

According to a regulation from the Danish TSO, any supplier of electricity wishing to supply
customers in Denmark shall sign a contract with Elfor (Danish distribution system operators).
The conditions in the contract state that the supplier is obliged at all times to fulfil the rules and
directions from the TSO. Among others, this entails that the supplier is included in the register
of actors in the electricity market, obtains access to transfer of data with the grid companies
through EDIEL, and furnishes a bank guarantee in case the supplier intends to supply load
profile customers.

Selling electricity to Finnish end-users does not require a specific license in Finland. Similarly
in Sweden there are no special rules or sector-specific licensing requirements for acting as a
retail electricity supplier. However, in both countries the supplier has to enter into an agreement
with a balance provider.

Conclusions

It can be concluded that there are no major obstacles as regards registration and licence
requirements.

7.1.3 Renewables support schemes and energy taxation

Denmark

Environmentally friendly generation of electricity is eligible for subsidy, and includes
production based on: wind, biomass, biogas, waste, natural gas, solar energy and wave.
Around 6 000 plants in Denmark generate electricity. The subsidies that some of them receive
usually depend on fuel type, size and age of the plant. Approximately 5 400 of the 6 000 plants
are wind turbines (1 January 2005).

Some of the subsidies are given in the form of a fixed premium (to promote price response),
whilst others are regulated in relation to market price, so that the combination of market price
and supplement ensures a fixed tariff for the producer. All subsidies are passed on to the
consumers as an equal Public Service Obligation (PSO) tariff on their total consumptions.
At the start of 2005 the PSO tariff is approx. 11 øre/kWh.
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Public Service Obligations (PSOs) are compulsory services the state applies to companies
designed to satisfy public interests. Around 3/4 of all PSO costs go to the subsidy for
environmentally friendly electricity production. The Electricity Supply Act defines in greater
detail which PSOs are involved, and states how PSO costs can be accounted for by grid
companies and passed on to the consumers. All prices, tariffs and terms have to be notified
to the Danish Energy Regulatory Authority.

Energy taxation (energy and CO2 tax) is at a high level – including VAT accounting for around
70 % of household end-user price.  The levies and PSO are collected by the grid company.
The supply companies are collecting VAT on their own product only.

Finland

No renewables support schemes exist in Finland there. The only support is provided through
investment aids from the state.

The electricity taxation system in Finland is based on taxation on consumption of electricity.
Taxation includes an electricity tax and a precautionary stock fee both charged by distribution
system operators in connection with network tariffs. The system has two separate electricity tax
levels. Industrial customers and professional greenhouses pay 0.44 cent/kWh while others pay
a higher rate of 0.73 cent/kWh. A precautionary stock fee is 0.013 cent/kWh for all customers.

Norway

Support for renewable energy is financed by a mark-up on grid tariffs. The mark-up is 1 øre/
kWh at present. The state enterprise Enova in Trondheim administers the scheme. Enova has
a wide range of programmes, for instance investment support for wind energy and support to
energy efficiency projects in manufacturing. Some of Enova’s activities are also financed from
the state budget.

In Norway, electricity taxation is administrated by the DSOs and at the present tax level is
10,05 öre/kWh.

Sweden

Sweden has a green tax shift, which means that higher taxes are charged on environmentally
harmful activities while taxes on labour are reduced. The main support scheme for renewables is
the quota-based electricity certificate system, collected by the suppliers, under which end-users
are obliged to buy a certain proportion of electricity produced from biomass, wind, solar, and
small-scale hydro; peat is also included in the system but does not count towards the targets for
renewables. The system was introduced in May 2003 and continues until 2010, with quotas
ranging from 7.4 percent to 16.9 percent.

In a recent report the Ministry of Sustainable Development proposes, among other things,
that the system should be extended to 2030, that the quota-obligation should be transferred to
the retailers, and that the system should be opened up for international trade in certificates.
There have been discussions with Norway on establishing a common certificate market as
of January 2007.
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In addition to the green certificate scheme there are specific schemes for wind power, including
an environmental bonus as well as technology development and market introduction support
for offshore wind. There is no CO2-tax on electricity production, and biomass-based electricity
production is exempt from the sulphur tax and the NOx-levy.

Conclusions

Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden all have different focal points and systems for
supporting renewables. The variation is great, in Finland there are no renewables support
schemes and Sweden has a quota-based electricity certificate system. The high degree of
variation between the countries might be an obstacle mainly for those suppliers in Denmark,
Finland and Norway who would like to act as a supplier in Sweden. Harmonisation of
renewable support schemes would be good but might also be hard to carry out.
Harmonisation might not be a priority at this time.

In Denmark, Finland and Norway, collection of the electricity tax is the responsibility of
the DSO, whereas in Sweden it is the electricity supplier that collects the electricity taxes.

7.2 Relationship between suppliers and
network operators

7.2.1 Neutrality of distribution network operator

Neutrality of distribution system operators (DSOs) towards all suppliers is of utmost importance
to the competition in the electricity market. The DSOs have to be non-discriminatory towards
all suppliers and customers. In that context there are three important aspects:

a) The rules and practices of supplier switching have to be transparent,
reasonable and uniform.

b) Information should be handled in such a way that no particular supplier is given
a competitive advantage. This implies that all suppliers should be given access to the
same information at the same time.

c) No supplier should have exclusive access to data from the DSO, for instance customer
data or meter IDs.

Although there is broad consensus on the principles concerning neutrality, the way it is
regulated differs from one Nordic country to another. In Denmark, Norway and Sweden it is
regulated with statutory basis in the energy legislation. In Finland, too, the main principles
can be found in the Electricity Market Act, but the rules are less detailed.

The EU directive 2003/54/EC concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity
is important in the context of neutrality. The directive gives a framework for the organisation of
the electricity markets within each European country. Implementation of the directive however,
might differ from one country to another as the directive only sets minimum requirements for
market organisation.
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Although regulations are important, the resulting practice of the DSOs is more important.
Regulating neutrality is challenging. The regulators are dependent on other market participants
complaining if they are to reveal violations of the regulations on neutrality. If the regulator does
not have any real power to penalise such violations, well formed regulations could be of little
value.

Legal unbundling is not sufficient to ensure that DSOs act in a neutral manner. Even though
the network operations of an energy corporations might be organised in a separate legal entity,
it is common that it shares a customer information system with the in-house supplier without
any filter limiting the access to information of the sister company. Given that bundling of DSOs
both functionally and of ownership will remain a legal and interesting option for the industry,
the regulator has to put forward functional requirements to prevent any bias from the DSO
towards the in-house supplier.

In recent years, energy companies have shown an increasing interest in offering other services
such as broadband, security alarms, gas supply etc. In general, this is outside the scope of
energy regulators. Still, the mix of a monopoly and market-based services can be problematic
with respect to competition. Competition authorities, working together with energy regulators,
should supervise this development and make sure that cross-subsidization does not occur.

Denmark

Most Danish distribution network companies belong to a corporation with companies also
carrying out competitive activities. Neutrality of the network company, however, is secured
in various ways according to the Electricity Supply Act.

Network activities are licensed activities, and must be legally unbundled from all other
activities, meaning that the company undertaking licensed network activities may not take
part in any other activity like electricity generation and trade, broadband or gas distribution.
The network company must own the assets (networks etc.) necessary for carrying out the
licensed activity.

The EU rules on functional unbundling (Directive 2003/54/EC) are mandatory for network
companies with more than 100.000 customers and belonging to vertically integrated company
groups. This means that neither employees nor board members of a network company can be
active in any trading or generation company. In the case of employees, this separation also
covers holding companies.

The EU rules on compliance programs apply to all network companies. Recent Danish
secondary legislation defines the elements of the compliance programmes to be established.
The main elements are:

- treatment of sensitive /confidential information
- treatment of network customers in a non-discriminatory way
- the various unbundling requirements
- market-based agreements with other companies of the group
- network pricing.
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The Danish Energy Regulatory Authority (DERA) and the Danish Energy Agency (DEA) as
regards licensing are responsible for monitoring as well as dealing with complaints.
Finally, additional monitoring of the neutrality is aimed at by requiring, that at least two
members of the board are appointed by the local network customers.

Neutrality of the TSO – Energinet.dk – as well as of the regional transmission companies is
secured in quite a similar way. In addition, the state ownership of Energinet.dk in general is
regarded as adding to the aspect of neutrality, despite the fact that the new major Danish
generating company DONG is also state-owned.

Finland

As one of its objectives, the Electricity Market Act lays down securing reasonable and equitable
service principles in the operation of electricity networks. According to the specific sections
in the law, the sale prices and terms of the network services and the criteria according to which
they are determined shall be equitable and non-discriminatory to all network users. Likewise,
balance settlement services must be offered on equitable and non-discriminatory terms to the
market participants. On the basis of these provisions of the law, it may be assumed that network
operators shall act neutrally towards all customers and suppliers in all their procedures.

Some concerns have been expressed by suppliers that the network operators favour the local
supplier. Network operators and suppliers within the same corporation share data processing
systems and the local supplier may obtain exclusive information about the grid customers in its
home area. By obtaining information about the termination of the old supply contract the local
supplier can have the advantage over the other suppliers.

In Finland, the threshold for functional unbundling is set at 50, 000 customers. Regarding the
compliance programme, however, the maximum threshold of 100,�000 customers is preferred.

Sweden

According to chapter 3 section 1 of the Swedish Electricity Act, a legal person who operates
a distribution company may not operate in generation of or trade in electricity. However, there
are two exceptions to this basic rule. Generation of electricity may be carried out together with
a distribution company by the same legal person, provided that the generation

- is exclusively intended to cover network losses, or
- takes place within a mobile reserve plant that is intended for temporary use

in connection with a power outage.

The Energy Markets Inspectorate is supervising the DSOs and stresses that it is important
that distribution companies and suppliers are separated to avoid cross-subsidization.

The distribution companies must always act neutrally towards all suppliers, also in the
procedure of a supplier switch. Like in Finland, doubts have been generally expressed by
independent retailers that distribution companies favour a supplier from the same group
as the distribution company. The Energy Markets Inspectorate supervises that network
companies deliver metering figures within the time period specified in the electricity regulation.
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However, The Energy Markets Inspectorate does not supervise that metering figures are
delivered in a certain order, as long as the distribution is done within the regulated time period.

Conclusions

The principles of neutrality and the way these principles are being supervised by the regulator is
a key issue to improve functioning of the Nordic end-user market. Harmonisation of regulation
of neutrality and how it is implemented should be sought.

Neutrality of DSOs should be regulated with a statutory basis in the sector-specific legislation
and regulators should have the authority to sanction these regulations in a proper way.

Neutrality of distribution system operators (DSOs) towards all suppliers is of utmost importance
to the competition in the electricity market. The DSOs have to be non-discriminatory towards
all suppliers and customers. Although there is broad consensus on the principles concerning
neutrality, the way it is regulated differs from one Nordic country to another. Legal unbundling
is not sufficient to ensure that DSOs act in a neutral manner.

7.2.2 The switching model

The term ‘switching model’ could be defined as being a chain of necessary actions to be taken
by customers, DSOs and suppliers that leads to the movement of a customer from one supplier
to another.

A well-functioning switching model is one of the most visible expression of a succesful end-
user electricity market, at least to smaller customers. Therefore, the procedures for switching
supplier should be as smooth, easy and quick as possible. It is also important that suppliers,
especially the new market entrants, can participate in reliable, transparent and fluent switching
practices, since this lowers the threshold for entering other than domestic electricity markets.
The basic procedures are quite similar in all the countries. It is already now possible for a
customer to contact only one party, namely the new supplier, when switching. Other actions and
their order are also pretty much the same, even though some variations exist. For instance, it is
possible in Finland and Sweden to conclude a supply contract orally. The use of simple practices
as regards concluding the contract should be extended, taking into account customer protection
and functioning of the market.

Technical issues related to a switching model form the most critical obstacle. These obstacles
and possible solutions are described in more detail in chapter 6. Essential features of the
switching model are, firstly, setting common deadlines for data exchange between distribution
system operators and suppliers. Accordingly, same kind of sanctions should be used in the
countries against market actors breaking these regulations. Secondly, there are individual
differences in message formats and in the contents of the messages. Harmonising these issues
requires new technical solutions to be adopted in most of the countries. None of the existing
models should necessarily be implemented as such. Thirdly, the common identification of
metering points and customer data would also be an important step. Currently, even at national
level, problems occur during the switching processes due to missing and inconsistent
information. EAN codes are widely used or will be taken into use in other Nordic countries
except Finland. For that reason, their use should be considered in Finland, too.
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The interviewed suppliers were also strongly of the opinion that differences in supplier
switching have to be harmonised. The view was taken that there should be no restrictions as
regards possible days for switching. Especially in Sweden, where supplier switches can take
place only on the first day of the month, it can take a relatively long time, up to two months,
before the switch is carried out, for instance if a customer is one day late.

Accordingly, there should be no extra fees in connection with supplier switching. In Finland, the
present legislation allows the distribution system operators to charge the costs for the additional
meter reading, if the customer changes supplier more than once a year. There are no studies of
how common it really is for DSOs to charge those costs, especially when self-reading and
estimation of meter values are also possible, but this can send an unwanted signal to customers
so that they refrain from switching. The reason behind the said provision in the law has been to
offer means to DSOs to protect against the additional costs caused by the customers switching
suppliers very often, but at least in the present situation where the majority of the contracts
concluded in the competitive market are made for one or two years, the significance of the
provision is probably not very remarkable. However, all additional costs to the customer in the
switching process should be abolished.

Denmark

Procedures when switching supplier of electricity

1) Negotiation stage: Negotiation between consumer and new supplier.

2) Contract is signed: The contract is signed and the grid company receives
information about the switch of supplier.

3) Acceptance /confirmation: The grid company accepts the switch of supplier.

4) Final settlement: The meter is read and used for the final settlement of
the ‘old’ supplier.

A new supplier must send a request of start of supply in a specific month, at least 30 days before
the switch is to take place. The switch can only take place on the 1 of a month (i.e., a request
must be sent in March for a switch on 1  May).

The maximum time to issue a confirmation from the grid company to the new supplier is
2 hours after notification of the switch. Respectively, the maximum time to issue a confirmation
from the grid company to the old supplier is 5 days after notification of the switch (since the
new supplier may cancel the switch up to 5 days after the notification). Finally, the maximum
time to send data/information about a meter reading is 5 weeks. If a grid company cannot
manage to send a reading value in 5 weeks, the grid company must instead send an estimated
consumption value.
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Finland

The customer signs a contract with a new supplier and terminates his old contract himself or
empowers the new supplier to do so. A contract may also be concluded electronically or orally.
The new and current supplier and the distribution system operator exchange necessary messages
concerning confirmation of the new contract and terminating the current one. The distribution
system operator sends meter readings to the suppliers after either having read or estimated the
meter reading or after the customer has self-read the meter. There are no specific switching days
and switching can thus take place at any time. However, according to a recommendation by the
energy sector association, the distribution system operator must be informed about the supplier
change 21 or in some cases 30 days before the switching. The DSO may collect a separate fee
on the reading of a meter, if less than one year has elapsed from the customers’ previous
supplier switch.

Norway

The customer signs a contract with the new supplier. This can also be done electronically
(Internet and sms). The new supplier sends a notification to the DSO. The switch should take
place within two weeks after the DSO has received the notification. The DSO sends a
notification on the switch to the new and the old supplier at least one week before the switch is
executed. At the same time the customer is asked to read his meter. This is only done through
self-reading and 70 - 80 percent of the customers actually read the meter. If customers do not
read the meter, the meter value is estimated.

Sweden

The process of supplier switching includes the following steps. At least one month before
the electricity supplier switch, the consumer must sign the contract with the new supplier.
For example, if the consumer wants the new supplier on 1 May, the contract with the new
supplier must be signed before 1 April. Thus, an electricity supplier switch is valid from
the first day in every month.

The new supplier sends a notification to the distribution company informing of the supplier
switch. The distribution company checks the customer’s data and then sends a notification about
the switch to the previous electricity supplier. The data may be collected either through self-
reading, DSO-read or estimated (under certain conditions). The distribution company will
inform the customer, the new and the previous supplier about the customer’s meter reading
at the time of the switch.

Conclusions

Deciding the model for supplier switching is a matter of critical importance and should be one
of the first things to harmonise in 1-3 years’ time. At present, different rules create needs for
country-specific operational processes, which decreases efficiency and slows down processing
time for switches.
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7.3 Customer protection framework of end-users

7.3.1 Supplier of last resort and default supplier regimes

The Electricity Directive (2003/54/EC) emphasises the importance of customer protection.
Article 3 of the Directive states that Member States shall ensure that all household customers
and, where Member States deem it appropriate, small enterprises, enjoy universal service that is
the right to be supplied with electricity of a specified quality within their territory at reasonable,
easily and clearly comparable and transparent prices. To ensure the provision of universal
service, Member States may appoint a supplier of last resort. Accordingly, it is not mandatory
for a Member State to have such a supplier.

The definition and tasks of the supplier of last resort varies in national legislations. In principle,
the supplier of last resort is the service provider who temporarily provides electricity to
customers in emergency situations when the supplier chosen by the customer cannot provide a
service for instance because it has gone bankrupt. The usual definition of a default supplier
states that it is a supplier who provides electricity to eligible customers who have not actively
chosen their supplier.

Denmark

In Denmark a supply-committed company must supply sufficient electricity in its licensed,
geographic area to default customers, i.e. customers who have not actively chosen a supplier
(primarily template customers that are load profile customers with annual consumption not
exceeding 100,000 kWh) and customers having lost their supplier (supplier of last resort).
 The licenses are issued for a period of 5 years by the Minister of Transport and Energy.

Finland

In Finland, the tasks of default supplier are carried out by the local dominant retail supplier
due to the fact that this supplier has the largest market share in the distribution network area.
This so called ’obligation to supply system‘ is limited to consumers (households) and other
small customers having a main fuse of 3x63 A at a maximum or annual consumption not
exceeding 100,000 kWh. The tariff is set independently by the suppliers, but the tariffs have
to be reasonable and may be investigated by the regulator or the competition authority.
In its present form, the system does not spur on customers to be active in the retail market.
As regards those customers to whom electricity is supplied through distribution networks,
the distribution network operator acts as a supplier of last resort. According to the Electricity
Market Act, the distribution network operator must ensure that a consumer18 is supplied with
electricity at least for three weeks after a notice on the interruption has been sent to the
consumer. Furthermore, the distribution network operator must not interrupt electricity supply
to an end-user who is covered by the obligation to supply until the energy regulatory authority
has nominated a new retail supplier.

18 The definition of consumer is based on the Consumer Protection Act.
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Norway

Customers who do not make an active choice, for instance when they move into a new house,
are supplied by the distribution network operator. The distribution network operator is obliged
to inform customers that they must choose a supplier and inform about the choice of suppliers.
From 1 January, the DSOs must inform customers on supplier of last resort contracts by letter
every quarter. The electricity prices charged by the distribution network operator are normally
higher than the prices of retail suppliers, thus giving an incentive to the customer to actively
search for a retail supplier. The cost of the service is not regulated at present but this is under
consideration by the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy.

Sweden

In Sweden, the electricity retail market is a fully competitive one. The system of obligation
to supply was abolished in 1999 with the introduction of the load profile system. The system
for default supplier has been arranged so that those customers who have not switched supplier
or have not renegotiated an agreement remain with the once assigned supplier on an agreement
with prices on a conditional tenure. The most common situation when the arrangement of
default supplier is used is when the electricity customer is moving and has not actively chosen
a supplier. In these cases it is the distribution network operator that assigns a supplier.
Often the default supplier is the incumbent supplier, i.e. the local supplier.

Conclusions

In order to ensure a level playing field for the Nordic electricity suppliers the organisation of
the duties of supplier of last resort and default supplier in relation to competitive (ie. selling
operations) and monopoly activities is of interest.

When looking at the conditions for the common Nordic end-user market the significance of
the arrangements and the resulting obligations of the supplier of last resort and default supplier
are linked to the potential market entry barriers and anticompetitive effects of these regimes in
the small user, i.e. household market. Default supplier systems, which are very beneficial
to customers who are entitled to them, may in fact result in customers being very passive in
the electricity market. This in turn will adversely affect supplier switching and the commercial
expectations of non-incumbent and especially foreign-based suppliers.

7.3.2 End-user price regulation

In this paragraph the Finnish and particularly the Danish price regulation systems are elucidated.

Denmark

In the year 2004 a comprehensive legal reform was carried out in Parliament by all parties
but one. This legal reform including amendments in the Act on Electricity Supply clarified
a number of unresolved questions in the electricity market. In particular, the situation in the
retail market was elucidated. In this market the so-called obligation-to-supply companies
operated in a vague area between monopoly and competition. These companies had an
obligation to supply those customers situated within their area of supply that do not wish
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to make their purchases of electrical energy in the free market. The companies could not
operate outside their geographical area of obligation to supply. The companies were subject to
regulation of profits by the Danish Energy Regulatory Authority, DERA. Companies with
supply obligations are according to the legal reform now classified as electricity trading
companies also having a supply obligation.

According to the amended Act on Electricity Supply, the price for electricity supplied according
to the rules of ’obligation to supply‘ to non-hourly-metered commercial consumers and non-
commercial consumers will now correspond to the market-price level for corresponding
consumer segments and supply conditions. Prices are fixed by electricity supply companies
with an obligation to supply on a 3-month basis and must be notified to DERA. In other words,
regulation of profits is replaced by control to ensure that prices do not exceed the market price.

Starting 1 January 2005, DERA carries out a forward-looking (i.e. ex ante) price control of
prices on this basis, set by the companies with obligation to supply in their respective
geographical supply area.

The reference for price regulation by DERA is supplier prices  in the free market in Denmark
to small customers. These prices are collected from the comprehensive price database of the
Association of Danish Energy Companies (www.elpristavlen.dk). These prices are compared
with wholesale prices, thereby calculating a ’mark-up‘ of the competitive market.
This ’mark-up‘ is compared with ’mark-ups‘ of obligation to supply prices of individual
suppliers. If these last-mentioned ’mark-ups‘ are higher, the obligation to supply price must
be reduced accordingly.

DERA’s forward-looking price control can be said to replace market searching for those
numerous customers who do not wish to take an active part in the electricity market.
Despite all customers being eligible, less than 4 % have switched supplier on an accumulated
basis since January 2003. There are many reasons for this. One is the quite small economic
incentives due to modest annual electricity consumption compared with customers in the other
Nordic countries. Also the fact that the cost of energy is only a minor part of total household
costs to consumers tends to obscure the differences in energy-prices among competing
suppliers. Lack of transparency and the small number of new suppliers add to this.

In several of the interviews with 20 Nordic suppliers, the Danish price regulation of
’obligation-to-supply‘ electricity was criticised. Many argued that the price regulation in itself
hinders competition by giving signals about the price level, introducing uncertainty about
prices prior to ex ante approval and hindering new actors’ entry into the market. Low profits
implicitly allowed and less incentives to switch supplier were also mentioned

It may also be mentioned that according to the description in the Danish Electricity Supply
Statistical Survey 2004, an analysis by ECON for the Association of Danish Energy Companies
concludes that the strict regulation of electricity prices carried out by DERA threatens the
liberalisation of the market.
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The Danish Consumer Council finds it regrettable that private Danish electricity consumers
get no part in the economical benefits created by better market functioning and notable that it is
found necessary to protect consumers against increased electricity prices.19

Finland

There is an independent tariff set by suppliers, but according to the Electricity Market Act,
prices under obligation-to-supply have to be public and reasonable. Whether the prices are
reasonable can be assessed ex post either by the regulator or by the competition authority by
virtue of the Act of Competition Restrictions. To date, no such assessment has been conducted.

Norway and Sweden do not regulate the end-user price at all.

Conclusion

It might be discussed further whether price regulation of electricity supply is an obstacle for
competition or a necessity for protecting consumers against unreasonable profits as long as de
facto competition is not working well. The point of departure for discussions must, however,
be promotion of competition and the specific conditions in each country.

7.3.3 Rules and regulations on price changes

Information on changes of price and other contractual terms is one of the most important issues
for customers during the contract period. It should be ensured that this information reaches the
customer and comes well in advance. In a well-functioning electricity retail market, the means
and time frames for informing about price changes play a particularly significant role.
The requirements concerning these two issues seem to be stricter in Finland than in the other
Nordic countries encompassed by this report.

In Finland, suppliers have to notify their customers about a price change one month in advance
under the Electricity Market Act. Besides having negative effects in the Finnish market alone,
stricter rules on price changes may lower the interest of other Nordic suppliers in entering the
Finnish market, since they must also act according to Finnish laws. From that standpoint, all
suppliers selling electricity to a customer in one specific country are treated neutrally in that
country and no difference is made between domestic and foreign or new and old suppliers.
However, when looking at the various Nordic countries as a common market, suppliers are
in different positions, depending on which countries they are mostly focusing.

Most Finnish suppliers take the view that procedures used in Finland are too stringent.
As the whole process of changing prices is rather long and the means of informing the prices
directly to customers too costly, suppliers do not want to make price changes too often. This can
cause excessive increases on prices, because suppliers may prepare for the future changes and
set prices on an unnecessarily high level in advance, to avoid notification costs from continuous
changes. This can also be one reason for the narrow range of contracts with prices directly
based on the Spot price.

19Stated in the response of May 13, 2004  to a hearing of a draft proposal to amendments
to the electricity supply act.
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Denmark

The price for electricity supplied by a supplier with a universal-service obligation to non-
hourly-measured commercial consumers and non-commercial consumers is made public
quarterly by the tenth business day before the beginning of a new quarter. The prices are
usually published on the company website.

Finland

The Electricity Market Act includes obligations for distribution network operators and suppliers
concerning changing the prices and other contractual terms. This regulation is mandatory for the
good of consumers (i.e. households). Distribution network operators and suppliers must provide
their contracting party with information on how the prices or other contractual terms will
change, when the change will come into effect, and what the grounds for the change are.
The contracting party must be informed whether he has the right to terminate the contract.
If the reason for the change is not a legislative amendment or a decision by the authorities,
the change may come into effect, at the earliest, one month after notification of the change has
been given.

In the standard terms of contracts it is specified that for electricity users other than consumers
the change may come into effect, at the earliest, two weeks after notification of the change has
been given. The notification is to be sent to the invoicing address of the user or it can, for
example, be included in an invoice sent to the customer.

Norway

Price changes on standard variable contracts should be announced two weeks in advance.
This is according to the standard contract for electricity supply developed by the energy sector
association EBL and the Norwegian Consumer Agency. Price increases from suppliers must be
published directly to the customer or in another suitable manner (newspapers are often used).
In case of substantial price increases (approx. 0.003 +/ per kWh) this must be directly
communicated to the customers (direct mail, e-mail, SMS etc.).

Sweden

Changes of the electricity price must be announced at least 15 days in advance (according
to the standard terms of contracts, both for domestic customers and non-domestic customers).
The electricity supplier has to send a special message to the customer or announce in the
newspaper (the paper with most readers in the municipality) and on their website about
the change of the price. Other changes in the contract must be announced at least 3 months
in advance.

Conclusions

Harmonisation is not seen as a critical action, but a beneficial one, and the working group
recommends that the procedures be converged within 3 - 5 years. This would mean that
procedures in Finland should become more flexible and unified with the procedures in the
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other Nordic countries. Simultaneously, the domestic consumer protection legislation and the
Electricity Directive (2003/54/EC) and its Annex A which states that service providers shall
notify their subscribers directly of any increase on charges, should be taken into consideration.
It could be considered that the time period to inform about price changes would be shortened
to two weeks and that direct communication channels other than direct mail to the invoicing
address would be accepted as well.

 7.3.4 Billing and invoicing practices

During the contract period, a bill is probably the most important and perhaps often the only
connection between supplier and customer. For a customer, a bill is not only a tool for checking
the current price and paying the total sum, but also a medium to help compare prices when
considering switching supplier. For that reason, the bill should be clear and understandable
to the customer.

Apart from Finland, most of the Nordic countries do not have specific regulations in the
electricity legislation concerning invoicing practices or itemisation of bills. In Denmark,
specific requirements of invoicing are currently being developed. Many Finnish suppliers
are of the opinion that present regulation is too comprehensive and detailed. Also some other
stakeholders believe that bills include so much information that customers do not easily find
the essential information, or that information is presented in such a way that at least to some
customers it is difficult to understand how the price has been formed.

On the other hand, it must be ensured that customers obtain the necessary information.
From a general point of view, it is better to have a bit too much information than too little, since
customers always have the option of ignoring excess information, if the information is well
structured and also allows for easily access to aggregated figures. It should be stressed that the
role of the market actors in planning the layout of bills to render them more customer-friendly
is also central.

The question of having only one bill or separate bills for network service and energy is not
a critical one, even though separate bills may to some extent have a slightly negative effect on
switching activity. For instance, according to a study commissioned by the energy sector
association in Finland, a two-bill system is not generally seen as a significant obstacle
preventing customers from switching supplier, but some customers are still suspicious about
having two bills.20  It would probably be easier and less complicated if the bills are separate in a
common end-user electricity market, since even nationally the problems related to whether it
should be the supplier or distribution system operator that takes care of the billing, and how the
financial guarantees should be arranged, have been raised. Nevertheless, development of new
solutions and harmonisation between the countries by voluntary actions could be encouraged in
5 - 10 years time.

Denmark

The full market opening in Denmark means that a customer may receive two bills after a switch
of supplier: a bill for payment of electricity from the supplier and a bill for grid and system
services as well as taxes.

20 Sähköyhtiöiden kilpailuttaminen 2005. Innolink Research Oy, an opinion poll June-August 2005.
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In Denmark, the network company is responsible for collecting the payment of network tariffs
(distribution, transmission and PSO), the taxes (electricity taxes and VAT), and a fraction of the
subscription payment concerning the network company. The customer will normally get one
invoice covering these payments. If an independent supplier has been chosen, the customer will
normally also get an independent invoice concerning the electricity (energy) payment.

Customers that still get their electricity form a supply-committed company (which normally
takes part of a holding company that includes the local network operator as well) will normally
receive only one bill. The bill will then cover the electricity payment (to the supply-committed
company) and the other payments mentioned above (to the net company).

But today it is possible for a customer to get his total electricity bill concerning payment
of network tariffs and taxes as well as the payment of electricity (energy) collected on one bill,
even if the electricity supplier is independent (i.e. a trading company).

A new voluntary agreement between the Danish electricity companies states that an
(independent) electricity supplier can use the opportunity to issue one bill only as a service
to their customers. The agreement also contains a very important new ‘rule’ stating that a
consumer is not responsible in any respect if his electricity supplier does not pay the net
company for the network tariffs. At the same time, the network company is not responsible
if the customer does not pay his bill (as for instance the net tariffs) to the supplier.

This new agreement has become effective from 1 July 2005. Any complaint about the above
mentioned agreement as well as about the transfer of liability and responsibility of the payments
between the customers and among the companies will be handled by DERA.

Specific requirements of invoicing – including itemisation - are currently being developed.

Finland

In invoicing, the distribution system operator and the supplier must give their customers an
itemised account of how the price is formed. Regulation on invoicing is laid down in a decree
given by the Ministry of Trade and Industry. At least the following items must be specified
in the electricity bill:

• components of tariffs
• number of units  invoiced
• unit price of various price components
• sum charged for each price component
• total sums of network services and energy price
• various taxes and other governmental fees
• total sum of the bill

Additionally, in the balancing invoice based on metered consumption, the customer must be
informed about the metering values, the total sum of the invoice based on actual consumption,
the total sum of the invoice based on estimated consumption covering the same period of time,
the consumption estimate that was used in the estimated billing and the difference to be charged
or credited if the actual and estimated consumption have differed.
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The electricity prices, their components and unit prices have to be separated from network
prices. Furthermore, the customer has to be informed about the average price of network service
and energy including taxes.

At present, the Energy Market Authority is preparing to issue further regulations concerning
itemisation of both the network and energy bills. Those regulations will replace the present
decree by the Ministry.

The Act concerning verification and notification of origin of electricity states that suppliers
must specify in or with the bills and in promotional materials made available to final customers
the contribution of each energy source to the overall fuel mix of the supplier over the preceding
year. Bills and promotional materials must also include the reference to existing reference
sources, where information on the environmental impact, in terms of emissions of CO2 and
radioactive waste resulting from the electricity produced by the overall fuel mix of the supplier
over the preceding year is publicly available. More precise provisions are in the Governmental
Decree concerning notification of origin of electricity.

As regards the number of invoices, no regulations exist. The most usual situation is that
customers who have not switched supplier receive only one bill including both network service
and supply, and customers who have switched receive separate bills. There are also some
suppliers that voluntarily offer to take care of billing as a whole, if this is accepted by the
distribution system operator.

Norway

Invoicing of electricity supply is not regulated in Norway; it can be done in arrears, in advance
etc. The only exception is when electricity and grid tariff are invoiced jointly. Then the company
should follow the regulations on invoicing of grid tariff. This is regulated in the Regulation on
metering and settlement etc. Section 6-2 sets the requirements for formulating invoices to
households:

• The invoice shall be well-arranged and easy to understand.
• Pursuant to section 6-1, paragraph two, the invoice shall include a graphical comparison

of the consumption for the year in each individual settlement period with the
corresponding period from the previous year.

• The invoice shall include Enova SF’s toll-free phone number for advice on energy
conservation and switching to other energy sources.

• The invoice shall contain a clear overview of the information that must be provided
in order to carry out a change of electricity provider, cf. section 2-4, paragraph three.

Sweden

If the electricity supplier and the distribution company belong to the same parent company, the
customer usually receives only one bill. In that case, the supplier is responsible for sending the
bill to the customer. If the customer makes a supplier switch he often gets two separate bills.21

There are no rules concerning electricity invoices in the Swedish Electricity Act, but there are

21 The branch organization ”independent suppliers” recommend two separated bills, always.
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general rules concerning various kinds of consumer issues in the consumer protection
legislation. The general rules prescribe which components an invoice should contain. Examples
of such components include the name of the customer and the supplier, the supplier’s company
registration number, F-tax card, charges, energy tax, value-added tax, price for the electricity
certificate (a characteristic of the Swedish market), due date, interest, bank giro or postal giro.
Other components that are usually presented (voluntarily, in practice) in an invoice are fees
from public authorities, such as fees for supervision, preparedness and security.

Furthermore, the distribution company must give the customers a report including, among other
things, two important identification items: connection point identity and area identity.
Usually these components are shown in the electricity invoice and not in a special report to
the customers. These items are necessary for an easy supply switching procedure.

The Energy Markets Inspectorate is not supervising the appearance of the electricity invoice,
only the report including the identification items.

The energy sector associationSwedenergy gives recommendations about the appearance of
the electricity bill. The organisation recommends that all members use the same terminology
in electricity bills.

Conclusions

Harmonisation would be beneficial, as it may be costly and complicated for suppliers to have
different invoicing systems for all the countries. However, it is more of a practical issue and
is not given high priority.

7.4 Assessment of obstacles and
the related recommendations

The identified regulatory obstacles relate to three areas, namely the division of tasks between
monopoly and competitive activities, the operation and duties of distribution network operators
including how these are regulated and the legal framework to provide protection for small
end-users. On the basis of the review of regulatory obstacles the following assessment and
recommendations are made.
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Table 7.1 Significance of identified regulatory obstacles

Critical Important Useful

Regulatory Obstacles

Administrative obligations

Differences in market Imposes additional
design: balancing, obligations for
renewables support suppliers, unless
schemes and energy administered by
taxation network companies

Lack of common May create an entry
agreed rules on acting barrier for new
as a supplier suppliers

Relationship between suppliers and network operators

Lack of neutrality of Insufficient regulation
distribution network on neutrality issues
operator may lead to

discrimination of
suppliers

Switching model Different national
rules and practices
result in delays
in switching

Customer protection framework of end-users

Different supplier of Prevent equal
last resort and default treatment of all
supplier regimes suppliers. Negative

effects on supplier
switching

End-user price May hinder
regulation competition through

lowering interest for
market entry

Rules and regulations May cause extra
on price changes work and costs

resulting in negative
effects on pricing
and price elasticity

Billing and invoicing Causes additional
practices costs due to different

invoicing systems
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The most critical actions to be taken are:

1. Principles of neutrality and the way these principles are being supervised by the regulator
are key issues in improving functioning of the Nordic end-user market. Regulators should seek
to harmonise regulation on neutrality and place it high on the agenda in the forthcoming process
of market integration. NordREG could be invited to work on the principles of neutrality and
to come up with a harmonised Nordic proposition by the end of 2007.

Neutrality of distribution system operators (DSOs) towards all suppliers is of utmost importance
to the competition in the electricity market. The DSOs have to be non-discriminatory towards
all suppliers and customers. Although there is broad consensus on the principles concerning
neutrality, the way it is regulated differs from one Nordic country to another. Legal unbundling
is not sufficient to ensure that DSOs act in a neutral manner.

2. The procedures for switching supplier should be as smooth, easy and quick as possible.
It is also important that suppliers, especially the new market entrants, can participate in reliable,
transparent and fluent switching practices, since this lowers the threshold for entering other than
domestic electricity markets. The switching model should be harmonised for the Nordic end-
user market. The NordREG proposition on this area is addressed under technical obstacles and
related propositions on actions to be taken.

The following recommendations are not as time-critical as the previous ones, but will
promote the market opening and decrease the costs of different market actors:

1. To create a better framework for a common end-user market, there must be a stringent
division between services regulated as monopoly responsibilities and activities, and services
that are objects for ordinary competition. The competitive side of the market would also be
more comprehensible if the interface with the monopoly activities were clearer. Clarifying how
the balancing system is organised and affecting the end-user market is important. Collection of
electricity taxes etc. should be handled by the same entity, either over the grid tariff or through
billing of electricity. NordREG in co-operation with Nordel, Nordenergi and other relevant
parties could be invited to look into the problems related to market design and to come up
with a proposal by the end of 2008.

The different division of tasks between distribution network operators and suppliers implies
differences in market design among the Nordic countries. This increases the risk for the supplier
and will reduce willingness to enter the electricity end-user market of another Nordic country.

2. To lower the market entry barriers stemming from different customer protection rules and
systems, NordREG could be invited in co-operation with consumer authorities and organisations
to review the customer protection framework (supplier of last resort, default supplier, price
regulation, rules on billing and itemisation, rules on price changes etc.) and to prepare a
proposal for a common Nordic approach by the end of 2008.
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8 COMMERCIAL OBSTACLES

8.1 Availability and access to information on suppliers
and prices

There are two approaches to the theme of availability and access to information on suppliers
and prices. The supplier viewpoint focuses on the needs of suppliers entering a new market or
market segment, and thus the interest lies on  how information on the new supplier reaches
potential customers. From this viewpoint, it is important that comprehensive information
sources, such as regulators’ or other authorities’ websites that contain information on available
suppliers and their price offers also accept and publish information on other than domestic-
based suppliers. Such systems would tend to lower the marketing costs of a new entrant and
make the supplier known to electricity customers in a relatively inexpensive way. Accordingly,
it should be ensured that official information websites, tariff calculators offering price
comparison services and other official sources of information for electricity suppliers are open
to all interested suppliers on a non-discriminatory basis. This will guarantee a level playing
field for suppliers in this respect.

From the end-user point of view, availability and access to information on electricity suppliers
and their price offers is very important. The smaller the customer, the more important it is to
provide this kind of information in a comprehensive manner, as this will make it easier for
small end-users to find alternative suppliers and to compare their price offers, thus enhancing
functioning of the market. It is a matter of great importance that information is comprehensive,
easily available, updated and free of charge.

Denmark

In Denmark, a new obligatory system has come into force from 1 September 2005.
The prices must be published on the website of each supply company and in one or more price
comparison services appointed by the regulator – at present www.elpristavlen.dk of the
Association of Danish Energy Companies (Dansk Energi) Customers with an annual
consumption not exceeding 100,000 kWh can compare prices of the companies that provide
information to this service facility.

Furthermore, the DERA is providing a service with a monthly survey of Danish electricity
prices. This survey is shown on the website www.energitilsynet.dk (see “Publikationer”,
“Elprisstatistik”). The DERA also provides a quarterly survey of the prices of the supply-
committed companies.

The Association of Danish Energy Companies (Dansk Energi) provides a survey every year
(normally in April/May) concerning network tariffs of Danish grid and transmission network
operators and energy payments of the local supply-committed companies.
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Finland

In Finland, the Energy Market Authority offers a price comparison service of public price
offers from the beginning of February 2006. The service can be found on the authority’s website
www.emvi.fi. On the basis of the amendment to the Electricity Market Act, which entered into
force at the end of 2004, all suppliers who make public price offers to household customers or
other small customers (main fuse 3x63 A maximum or consumption not exceeding 100,000
kWh) have to inform these to the Energy Market Authority. This enables the provision of
the price comparison service.

Norway

In Norway, the service is provided by the Competition Authority. Those suppliers that offer
the standard terms agreed between the Consumer Ombudsman and EBL are obliged to publish
their prices to the Competition Authority. In this way, the Competition Authority has price
information from most suppliers in Norway. The price information is updated weekly and the
suppliers are obliged to update the information two weeks prior to the price change coming
into force.

Sweden

In Sweden it is the Consumer Agency that is providing the service. It is voluntary for suppliers
to publish their prices in this system and the suppliers update the information themselves on
the website.

Conclusions

When market integration reaches household end-users who are not purchasing electricity on
a commercial basis, it becomes important that information on available suppliers and their price
offers is easy to find. Consequently, it would be advantageous if the existing national price
comparison systems would accommodate the information on other available Nordic suppliers,
and there could possibly be a common Nordic price comparison system for end-users of
smaller size.

8.2 Dispute settlement in the Nordic countries

Today, it is not possible for customers to make a cross-border supplier switch,  and for that
reason it has not been of great importance so far to discuss how and where possible disputes
should be resolved. With a common Nordic electricity market, however, it will be very
important that well functioning dispute settlement precedures in all countries and clear rules
for resolving disputes are established. Since there has been no cross-border dispute between
a customer and an electricity supplier so far, it is hard to foresee how the existing rules in the
Nordic countries would be applied, or if there might be a need for updated and more specific
rules. For that reason, the purpose of this chapter will be to give a brief overview of the existing
dispute settlement procedures and rules in the Nordic countries today.
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All four countries, Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden, have some kind of dispute
settlement procedures, albeit not organised in the same way. A dispute settlement procedure
indicates a mechanism in place to resolve disputes related to transmission, distribution and
supply of energy. The European Parliament stressed the need for such procedures to meet
minimum criteria guaranteeing impartiality of the body, efficiency of the procedure and the
publishing and transparency of proceedings22 .

With well-functioning dispute settlement mechanisms in all countries, the customers can
feel safe, which is a prerequisite for customers to make a cross-border supplier switch.
To try a dispute in court is often expensive, time-consuming and complicated. Particularly
in cases of disputes concerning smaller amounts, it is often not worth going to court to have
a dispute resolved. If a dispute arises between a customer in one country and an electricity
supplier in another country, it is important to know in which country the dispute should be
resolved, to find the right ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution) body, and to know which
country’s legislation should be applied.

First, a description of dispute settlement procedures in the different countries will be presented.

Denmark

The Energy Supplies Complaint Board has a mandate to handle disputes arising from
the contractual relationship between energy consumers and an electricity supply undertaking,
natural gas electricity supply undertaking and district heating supply undertaking.

There are no thresholds as regards the value of the dispute. The Board does not take up disputes
settled by court judgement. On the other hand, a case under consideration by a Court of Law
may be postponed and transferred to the Board.

The Board will reject the complaint, if the nature of the case implies that it cannot be adequately
handled without oral statements from the parties given under liability to punishment, or the case
implies questions of evidence that are not likely to be clarified during a written procedure.

The board is established in co-operation between the Consumer Council and the Association of
Danish Energy Companies, DONG (Danish Oil and Natural Gas), Greater Copenhagen Natural
Gas/Natural Gas Middle-North, Natural Gas Funen and Danish District Heating Association.

The Board is composed of a neutral chairperson and four members. The chairperson is a lower
court judge. The Consumer Council appoints two members, and two members represent their
respective energy trade areas. The secretariat for the Danish Energy Regulatory Authority has
the responsibility for a secretariat to serve the Board.

22 Resolution of the 14 November 1996.
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Finland

Dispute settlement depends on the nature of the complaint. The Energy Market Authority can
solve complaints on issues within the competence of the regulator, but it cannot settle individual
contractual disputes between energy companies and customers. In customer contracts the most
common dispute resolution bodies are general courts and the Consumer Complaint Board.

According to the standard terms of energy contracts, the consumer has the right to bring any
disputes arising from interpretation of the contract to the Consumer Complaint Board for
consideration. In addition, unless otherwise is agreed, any disputes arising from the contract
must be settled by the general court of first instance of the locality where the customer’s place
of electricity use is situated. However, the customer is always entitled to bring a case to the
general court of first instance of his place of domicile in Finland.

The consumer dispute settlement system is based on the Act of Consumer Complaint Board.
The Consumer Complaint Board is an impartial body of experts for solving disputes between
consumers and entrepreneurs.

The same regulations that are applied to the courts will also apply to the Board’s
international sphere of competence. The general rule is that the contract under dispute must
have connections to Finland. This is the case at least when an entrepreneur has engaged
in commercial activity in Finland and a consumer has signed a contract in Finland. Thus,
the Finnish Consumer Complaint Board is able to handle contractual disputes between
a Finnish consumer and a foreign entrepreneur, if the contract has sufficient connection
points to Finland.

The members of the Board represent consumers and entrepreneurs in equal parts, all of
them part-time. The members are appointed by the Council of State for a term of four years.
The Board cannot issue a recommendation on how to resolve a dispute which has already been
settled in court or is pending. The Consumer Complaint Board does not charge any fees for
handling disputes. The Board’s written decision is a recommendation and the parties are not
obliged to follow it. Although the decisions are not legally binding, they have been generally
followed by energy companies. A dispute handled by the Board can always be taken to
a court of law.

In cases of business contracts, there are also other dispute settlement possibilities for
contractual parties, such as negotiation, mediation and arbitration.

Norway

The regulator settles disputes by making decisions that the company must follow if
the consumer’s complaint is sustained. The regulator only decides about issues according to
the authority assigned to NVE. A number of civil law issues thus lie outside the responsibility
of the regulator. Such issues are treated by the Committee for Electricity Complaints.

This Committee was established in 1991 after an agreement between the Association of Energy
Companies and the Consumer Council. The Committee consists of a chairman in a judicial
position and two members appointed by each of the parties. The form of procedure is free of
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charge for consumers. The Committee deals with contractual issues, not pure price questions.
The consumer must have made a written complaint to the company prior to complaining to the
Committee. The Committee’s decisions are advisory, but are mainly followed by the companies
if the consumer’s views are accepted. There are plans for strengthening the Committee for
Electricity Complaints.

Sweden

The Energy Markets Inspectorate tries disputes concerning for example distribution tariffs
and connection fees. A number of civil law issues, like in the other Nordic countries, lie outside
the responsibility of the regulator. Such issues are dealt with by the The National Board for
Consumer Complaints (ARN)

ARN is a public authority that functions roughly like a court. Its main task is to try disputes
between consumers and business operators. The board consists of a chairperson, a deputy
chairperson, a number of department chairpersons and members. The chairperson, deputy
chairperson, and department chairperson are legal experts with judicial experience and are
appointed by the government.

The Board submits recommendations on how disputes should be resolved. The Board’s
recommendations are not binding, but nevertheless the majority of companies follow them.
The Board’s inquiry is free of charge. A claim must however exceed 2000 SEK, otherwise
the Board will not submit a recommendation.

The Board usually takes on consumer disputes against:

• Swedish suppliers.

• Foreign suppliers with places of business in Sweden.

• Foreign suppliers where the agreement has been reached in Sweden.

• Foreign suppliers where the agreement has been reached abroad but marketing

has taken place in Sweden, the consumer is resident in Sweden and it is not

obvious that a recommendation will be ineffective.

The Board usually rejects cases where foreign legislation must be applied. In those cases,
the consumer can turn to the district court.

In which country should the dispute be resolved?

When there is an international dispute, the court to which the consumer first turns has to find
out if the court is qualified to try the dispute according to national and international23  rules.
The international rules consist of conversions that have been incorporated in the national law
in the different countries. The purpose of the convertions is to clarify the qualification of the

23 Finland and Sweden and all other EU-members except from Denmark have incorporated the Council Regulation
(EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition of judgements in civil and commercial
matters (Bryssel 1-förordningen) in their national law. Denmark is still applying the older version, “Convention on
jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgements in civil and commercial matters” (Brysselkonventionen). Norway has
incorporated the “Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgements in civil and commercial matters”
(Luganokonventionen). The content of the conventions is rather similar.
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court and guarantee that the judgement is accepted and enforced in the country. The conversions
contain both general rules and more specific rules concerning consumer (household customers)
related disputes. The conversions give the consumers a higher protection and prescribe that the
dispute could be solved in the home country of the consumer.

Which country’s legislation should be applied?

When there is an international dispute, the dispute settlement body or the court has to find out
which country’s legislation should be applied. There are harmonised rules in the EU. Denmark,
Finland and Sweden have incorporated the “Convention on the law applicable to contractual
obligations” (Rome convention) in their national laws. The purpose of the convention is to
clarify which country’s legislation should be applied in different international dispute situations.
The starting point according to article 3 in the convention is that the parties of the contract are
free to choose which country’s legislation will govern their commercial relationship.
If the parties have not expressed a preference, the main rule according to article 4 is that
the country’s legislation that has the strongest connection to the contract should be applied.

To protect consumers (household customers) the convention includes specific rules for specific
situations. According to the main rule in article 5 a choice of law made by the parties shall not
have the result of depriving the consumer of the protection afforded to him by the mandatory
rules of the law of the county in which he has his habitual residence.

Conclusions

All Nordic countries have well-functioning dispute settlement and consumer protection rules.
The rules in the Nordic countries are quite similar but are not fully harmonised because Norway
is not a member of the EU. Harmonised rules create good conditions both for customers and
suppliers. It is important that customers have confidence in the market. Despite the lack of fully
harmonised rules, it will probably not cause any major problems in an eventual common Nordic
electricity market. For that reason, no further action is required at this time.

8.3 Other challenges

The Nordic electricity market is divided into different
price areas. Norway is divided in two price areas:
NO1 and NO2, Sweden and Finland both represent
one price area and Denmark is divided into two areas:
DK1 and DK2.

Figure 8.1. Nord Pool price areas, source: Nord Pool.
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The Nord Pool Spot System Price is calculated using bids posted for the entire four-country
Nordic Power Exchange area. Grid capacities and congestion problems are not included in the
calculation. The price is therefore often referred to as the unconstrained market price and is
a reference price for the financial contracts at Nord Pool.

An area price differs from the System Price when there are constraints in the transmission grid.
This represents a financial risk for suppliers active in several price areas. A special financial
contract, contracts for difference (CfD), can be used to hedge against this risk.A CfD is a
forward contract with reference to the difference between the Area Price and the System Price.
The market price of a CfD during the trading period reflects the market’s prediction of the price
difference during the delivery period.

Thus, even though prices vary between price areas market participants can easily hedge against
this risk. The same goes for exchange rate risks. These risks are the same for all companies
selling in the Nordic market and will not be elaborated further in this report.

Like in any other business area, the different languages and currencies are among the challenges
to be met when deciding to start up business operation in another country. Even though the
Nordic languages with the exception of Finnish are relatively close to each other, non-negligible
differences still seem to exist that are significant from commercial point of view and especially
when targeting the household sector. These differences result in the need to have marketing and
contract material, as well as customer service, in the own language, thus preventing exploitation
of scale economies in this respect.

As regards currency, the Nordic countries are very unintegrated. Sweden, Norway and
Denmark have their own currencies called crowns. Finland has since the beginning of 2002
belonged to the euro area within the European Union. As of the beginning of 2006, euro has
been the main currency in the Nordic power exchange. Resulting from the different currencies,
there is a currency risk when trading between the Nordic countries, which is usually borne by
the supplier and included in the selling price of electricity.

Based on the procedure described above, one barrier to extending the possibilities of suppliers
to sell electricity in other Nordic countries relates to the requirements for becoming a member
of Nord Pool. It is not often commercially profitable at least for smaller suppliers to bear the
costs of membership fees, security requirements and other arrangements. However, an attempt
has been made to offer also to small market actors a possibility to participate in Nord Pool Spot
market. This entails a special lower fee for customers invoicing a minimum of 3,000 euros per
year, although the fixed prices are higher in these agreements. When a supplier already is
a member of Nord Pool in one price area and wants to bid for other areas as well, there is an
additional fee to be paid per each new area, but that is not remarkably high. Using a broker may
also incur such additional costs that suppliers are not interested in selling electricity across
the borders, taking into account the small differences in margins in various countries.
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8.4 Conclusions

Commercial obstacles are present in cross-border trade irrespective of the good traded.
However, there are certain aspects related to commercial conditions and customer protection
that have specific relevance as regards eventual commercial obstacles.

Availability and access to information on suppliers and prices is important to the proper
functioning of the market. It is important that comprehensive information sources, such as
regulators’ or other authorities’ websites that contain information on available suppliers and
their price offers also accept and publish information on other than domestic-based suppliers.
Such systems would tend to lower the marketing costs of a new entrant and make the supplier
known to electricity customers in a relatively inexpensive way.

It should be ensured that official information websites, tariff calculators offering price
comparison services and other official sources of information for electricity suppliers are open
to all interested suppliers on a non-discriminatory basis. This will guarantee a level playing
field for the suppliers in this respect.

All Nordic countries have well-functioning dispute settlement and consumer protection rules.
The rules in the Nordic countries are quite similar, but not fully harmonised because Norway
is not a member of the EU. Harmonised rules create good conditions both for customers and
suppliers. It is important that the customers have confidence in the market. Despite the lack of
fully harmonised rules, it will probably not cause any major problems in an eventual common
Nordic electricity market. For that reason no further action is required at this time.

Additional commercial barriers in the way of a Nordic end-user market include different price
areas, languages and currencies. Even though prices vary between price areas, market
participants can hedge against this risk. Although the Nordic languages with the exception of
Finnish are relatively close to each other, non-negligible differences still seem to exist that are
significant from a commercial point of view and especially when targeting the household sector.
These differences result in a need to have marketing and contract material, as well as customer
service, in their own language, thus preventing exploitation of scale economies in this respect.
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9 RESPONSES FROM
THE CONSULTATION

To seek views on the draft report “Integrated Nordic End-User Market for Electricity –
Feasibility and Obstacles” and to test the ideas it contains, NordREG launched a public
consultation on the draft report together with two other NordREG draft reports on 23 January.
Eight responses were received from various stakeholders, namely the Norwegian and Swedish
competition authorities, Nordel, Nordenergi, Dansk Energi, Oberoende Elhandlare, Fortum Oyj
and KS Bedrift. When finalising the report, NordREG has taken into account the responses
given by the various stakeholders as far as possible.

The Norwegian competition authority Konkurransetilsynet has stated that the Norwegian
end-user market is mainly well-functioning and that the end-users have many alternative
suppliers to choose from. The authority takes the view that there are limited benefits for
Norwegian end-users from opening up of the end-user market between the Nordic countries.
Furthermore, Nordic integration should not become a target in itself.

The Swedish competition authority Konkurrensverket welcomes the aim to strive for
developing competition on the opened market. Furthermore, implementation of a common
Nordic end-user market will require both determination and willingness to create common
ground rules for the entire market and its participants. The authority has suggested discussing
the financial aspects of the proposed changes early, as that would help to ensure efficient
implementation of the suggested changes.

Nordel has stated in its response that the report represents an important contribution to the
discussion and identifies actions to be taken by the authorities in order to achieve a Nordic end-
user market. Nordel shares the objective of developing the rules and framework and removing
barriers in order to pave the way for a Nordic end-user market. According to Nordel, it would be
beneficial for the stakeholders to have a common Nordic timeframe for the work, and therefore
it encourages NordREG to present a realistic timetable for the most critical actions at least.
Additionally, Nordel proposes to organise a Nordic seminar on the end-user market
in the near future.

Nordenergi considers it important that the target of the process, an integrated Nordic retail
market for electricity, would be more clearly specified. For the further development process,
clear suggestions for the next steps or a clear proposal for a roadmap to be followed, with
milestones and timeframes, would also be welcomed. Nordenergi considers that at least
a preliminary cost/benefit analysis is needed in the report. Furthermore, customer needs and
benefits of a common Nordic retail market should be analysed in more detail.

Dansk Energi refers to the common views expressed by Nordenergi. In addition, Dansk Energi
shares the opinion that a greater level of harmonisation at the Nordic level will enhance
competition and smooth functioning of the market. However, as the process will place a heavy
burden on market players as well as network operators, Dansk Energi anticipates that it will
take several years to complete and a step-by-step approach will be needed. Among other things,
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Dansk Energi proposes that, consequences and negative effects of the present diversified
systems and the potential benefits of a more harmonised system be analysed. Dansk Energi also
considers it useful to assess the importance of the different elements that need to be harmonised
or aligned.

Oberoende Elhandlare emphasizes that the actions for establishing a common Nordic end-user
market should be taken as soon as possible to create prerequisites for efficient competition
in the electricity market. The organisation takes the view that the report sufficiently describes
and analyses the actions needed, but a concrete action plan for the further work is missing.
It is important that such a plan is already under preparation during 2006 at the latest. A schedule
for the work to create a common Nordic end-user market should be completed in three years
maximum. Oberoende Elhandlare also offers to participate in the work of prioritisation of
the actions required.

Fortum Oyj underlines that the actual target – an integrated Nordic end-user market – should
be sufficiently specified. The demands from customers, society and the industry on a Nordic
end-user market should be more thoroughly described. In particular, there are two topics,
namely unbundling and the schedule for harmonisation of the AMR-related issues, which
Fortum Oyj considers crucial. The unbundling rules should apply to all companies and the
follow-up is important. AMR-related issues should probably be listed as one of the most critical
actions, since implementation of the systems has started and harmonisation will be more
difficult later.

KS Bedrift recommends a change to the definition of active customers, since from KS Bedrift’s
viewpoint, a customer who has taken the active choice of sticking with his existing supplier and
contract for whatever reason is also an active customer, and not only those who either switch
supplier or switch the type of contract with his existing supplier. KS Bedrift also points out that
there are some inconsistencies in the report as regards the consequences of Nordic end-user
integration. The position of large corporations and their impact on the level of competition
should be elaborated more. KS Bedrift suggests that the regulators together with the TSOs will
firstly intesify the work to improve the wholesale market before trying to integrate the retail
markets, since a truly integrated and well-functioning wholesale market is the single most
important prerequisite for a future integrated retail market.
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ANNEX 1

Background information

• name of the company
• name of the interviewee and position in the company
• size (turnover, volume in GWh, number of retail customers both household and

small and medium sized businesses)
• describe the ownership structure and affiliation with network company, if any
• does your company belong to some supply-, marketing- or procurement group
• how does your company procure electricity (power exchange, own production

etc.)
• in which Nordic countries is your company active as a retail supplier/broker in

the retail market
• is your company a nationwide retail supplier in your country or just a local/re

gional supplier
• how do you assess the present knowledge of your company regarding the various

Nordic retail markets (1 – 5, 1=poor information and 5=perfect)

1. What do you think about the functioning of the retail electricity markets in your country and
other countries, if operating in various ones?

2. What kind of effects would be seen if a common Nordic retail electricity market was
established, when it comes to

• competition?
• market structure?
• retail prices?
• security of supply?

3. If your company is not at present operating in another Nordic country, would you consider it
if the markets were more harmonised both technically and regulatory? Why or why not?

4. If your company is operating in another Nordic country at present, what would be the main
benefits for your business if the markets were harmonised both technically and regulatory?

5. Do you recognise any regulatory obstacles to a common Nordic retail market?

• Requirements to act as a retail supplier
- Licence (Norwayz)
- Registration (Denmark)

• Default suppliers (in some countries with regulated prices)
- A supplier that supplies electricity to eligible customers who do not actively choose the

supplier

Questionnaire on the potential obstacles to creating a common
Nordic retail electricity market
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• Supplier of last resort
- An entity (supplier or network operator) who supplies the customers in exceptional

situations (bankruptcy of a contracted seller, moving to a new address)
•  End-user price regulation/supervision
• Differences in regulation on supplier switching (different time frames for supplier

switch, eventual fees, how to make a contract with the retail supplier)
• Differences in regulation on making price changes (time frames and the ways to inform

customers about price changes)
• Regulations on renewables support schemes
• Regulations and rules on billing and invoicing (origin of electricity, itemization, one or

two bills)
• Neutrality of the network operator (access to and use of customer information)
• Different tax schemes (e.g. who collects electricity taxes)
•  Meter reading (frequency, responsibility etc.)
• adjustments of accounts in the balancing market
•  Other areas

6. Do you recognise any commercial obstacles to a common Nordic retail market?
• Strong position of present market actors
• Low interest from retail customers towards supplier switching
• Standard contracts (lack of them)
• Differences in preferences among Nordic retail customers (environmental concerns,

fixed vs. floating price contracts)
• Many small grid areas (both technical and commercial factor)
• Marketing costs
• Access to price information systems
• Loyalty towards local company

7. Do you recognise any technical obstacles to a common Nordic retail market (metering
requirements, balancing market, load profile, information systems etc.)?

8. Are there any other types of obstacles that prevent or make it difficult to establish the
common Nordic retail electricity market?
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Source: NVE (Norway), EMV (Finland), EMI (Sweden) and ENS (Denmark)

ANNEX 2

Denmark Finland    Norway Sweden

Who collects The Association The Finnish NVE and Statistics
the information? of Danish Energy Energy Industries TNS Gallup Sweden

Companies (branch organi- commissioned
(branch sation) and some by STEM, and
organisation) sectoral studies TEMO

commissioned
by Swed-energy
(branch
organisation)

How is infor- Absolute Information is NVE: Absolute Statistics
mation numbers gathered by numbers of Sweden:
collected? sample surveys switches for Absolute

rom DSOs, both households numbers
suppliers or and business of switches for
customers of market. households
different types TNS Gallup: and others

A group of 1000 TEMO:
households A group of 1000
answer questions households
about switching answer questions
behaviour about switching

behaviour.

How often is Quarterly Irregularly Quarterly by Every six months
the information both NVE and by TEMO and
collected? TNS Gallup monthly by

Statistics Sweden

Numbers of 11 9200 11 % household NVE 240 000 Statistic
switches. customers or 4 % customers have households Sweden:

of the customers switched supplier switched supplier 351 700 (between
have switched since the market and 30 600 April 2004 and
supplier since opening (by 2004). industries Mars 2005)
the deregulation. The numbers switched supplier switched supplier,
(A moving of movers during 2004. approximately
customer can or customers (Movers are not 7 %. (Movers are
cause two switching more included in this not included in
switches - where than once are numbers). the statistics).
he/she moves in) not separated or TNC Gallup TEMO: 32 %

specified in the (2005): 7% have of the household
statistics) switched customers have

supplier the last switched sup-
12 months plier since the

deregulation
(February 2005).
(Movers are not
included in the
statistics)

Information concerning switching activity in the Nordic countries
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Scenarios for the Nordic end-user market

ANNEX 3

Rather than predicting what the future will look like, scenarios show the possible space of
outcomes of a process. Due to the short space of time of which this report has been written and
the many uncertainties regarding the future development of the Nordic electricity market, the
NordREG retail market group considers that some simple scenarios can give an illustration
of where the process might end. Of course there is need for more thorough reviews and impact
assessments in the coming years.

There are many aspects that these scenarios do not take into account. Market liberalisation and
integration is on the EU agenda as well and the outcomes of this process will be guiding for the
Nordic process. So far the Nordic markets are more liberalised than most EU-markets with the
possible exception from the UK market. However, depending on the boldness of the steps of
liberalisation taken by the Commission and the member states, this might change in the future.

The Kyoto process and the EU ETS is an important framework condition for the Nordic power
market. However, there is no clash of interest between market liberalisation and climate
policies. Indeed the quota system for greenhouse gases is a market based system and remaining
in line with the market solution on climate change will reduce costs of greenhouse gas
reductions.

Increased use of natural gas for heating could introduce new players in the electricity market.
Oil and gas companies could offer both gas and electricity supply and become important market
actors.

But these three examples do not discredit the simple model presented in the forthcoming pages.
Including them would give some additional insights, but also make the analysis much more
complex. Instead, we assume that the power market will develop along two axes, a market-
politics axis and an integration-axis.

Scenario model

As mentioned we assume that the power market will develop along two axes. The first one
shows at what extent the electricity sector is regulated by market forces or by political means.
The second one shows the degree of market integration. As a point of reference we could
assume that the Nordic market at present is at the point where the two axes intersect, that is
we treat today as a 0-scenario where no changes occur.

There are several driving forces which influence the way the power market will develop
over the next 10 years.

• Politics: Energy is an area of high political interest in all Nordic countries and political
decisions will probably be the most important framework condition for the energy
industry over next decade. The political decisions could go in a liberalising way, but
more detailed regulation could also be the result. Recently there has been a tendency
among politicians to discredit the market due to concerns over security of supply.
But security of supply concerns could also give a boost to market integration.
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Integrated

Split

Market based

Political

• Technology: The installation of AMR with two-way communication is seen as a major
technological change leading to product development and increased price elasticity in
the electricity market. New production technologies could alternate the price formation
in the wholesale market and thus the prices and price fluctuation in the retail market as
well. New technology could also increase energy efficiency.

• Economy: There is a link between GDP and energy consumption although in the later
years GDP growth has not been reflected in higher electricity consumption to the same
extent as before. But higher demand from households and services following economic
growth could increase electricity prices and influence the competitiveness of energy
intensive industry. The result could be reduced demand for electricity in the energy
intensive industry offsetting the higher demand from the rest of the economy.
This is of particular importance in Norway and Finland.

In this analysis we will only look at the first variable as this is the most interesting in our
context. Depending on the political decisions over the next years, the red ellipse would move
in one direction or the other. Given that the question at stake is whether we should move
towards a common Nordic retail market, it is hard to imagine that the markets should be less
integrated than they are today following from such a process. However, you could imagine
that other policy measures offset the effect from market integration policies so that the result
is actually a stand-still on integration.

In the following we present three different scenarios. The idea behind these is only to discuss
the possible outcomes of this process.
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Scenario 1: Partly harmonisation, high political factor

In this scenario integration of the end-user markets is done half-hearted by politicians.
Substantial steps are taken towards integration, like harmonisation of balancing and settlement
and the supplier switching process including (at some degree) harmonisation of standard
protocols etc. between the DSOs and the electricity suppliers.

At the same time policy measures are taken at national level due to different national concerns,
and it is done to a larger extent than today. This could for instance be different support schemes
for renewable energy of which some are administrated by the suppliers, regulation of prices,
separate markets for energy intensive industries etc.  The first two increase the barriers for
foreign entrants to the market. If, for instance, a supplier has to buy green certificates in some
of the national markets, but not all, he cannot offer harmonised products across the Nordic
market. There are also some technical challenges to this. Regulated prices make it impossible
to offer harmonised products and stall competition. In the latter example a large share of
consumption is extracted from the market reducing liquidity and increasing prices for other
consumers.

In this scenario we assume that the linkages between DSOs and suppliers remain as strong
as today and integrated suppliers maintain their competitive advantage against independent
suppliers. If there is no political push for restructuring, there will be few mergers and
acquisitions and there will still be many small grid areas. There are less economies of scale
because of the differentiation of national legislation.

In this scenario the move to the left on the policy-market axis due to the national prioritisations
on issues influencing the market design offset the steps taken to harmonise the Nordic market.
Thus there is no move along the integration axis.
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Scenario 2: Partly harmonisation, market based system

In this scenario we imagine that harmonisation is taken a step further than in the first scenario
whereas the relations between suppliers and DSO are regulated as today. Balancing and
settlement are harmonised as well are central regulations for instance on supplier switching.
However, national regulations are not a full blueprint of each other. For instance, some countries
could be more specific on how neutrality of DSOs is regulated.

The big difference is that market mechanisms are advocated in all countries. That is, there are
no regulated end-user prices, administrative burdens from taxation and support schemes for new
renewable energy is put on the DSO or even the TSO and economies of scale are allowed to be
exploited as long as competition is ensured.

In this scenario competition increases since we move upwards on the integration axis.
Economies of scale imply that the number of grid areas and suppliers go down but more
companies cross the borders to compete.

Since regulation still gives room for strong linkages between suppliers and DSOs (ownership
and functions for large companies and only separation of accounts for the smaller companies)
the home market will still be the focus for many of the incumbent suppliers. Thus independent
suppliers still have a competitive disadvantage, but it is reduced due to market harmonisations.
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Scenario 3: Full market integration

This is the most radical scenario. As in the second scenario we have full market harmonisation,
in fact, harmonisation is pushed even further and national regulations are just blueprints.
As in the second scenario market mechanisms are advocated in all countries.

The new element in this scenario is that DSOs and suppliers are fully unbundled, that is not just
legally but also functionally and when it comes to ownership. Suppliers do not have a home
market as today and the small suppliers which only supply to customers within the grid area of
the DSO they are linked to, find it rational to sell their customer portfolio.

The total number of suppliers is reduced, but most suppliers choose to sell in all grid
areas within a nation and an increasing share supply to all customers in the Nordic market.
The industry is professionalized and, if competition authorities use their power to stop
M&As with negative effects for competition, competition in the Nordic market increases.
Price formation is fully harmonised although prices may differ between the price areas.
The Nordic market is one integrated market.
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Conclusions

The reforms in scenario 3 are radical and probably less realistic than the two first scenarios.
Most likely none of these scenarios will actually occur, but they illustrate the huge variety of
outcome that this process could have.

Forthcoming studies will have to examine the possible outcome and consequences in more
detail. As steps are taken towards integration the space of outcomes will become narrower.
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